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[ PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ]

GROWING WITH PEOPLE
Developing a sustainable workforce

P

eople are the most critical assets in any form
of human service. Therefore, Sheng Hong has
aside a major portion of its resources in developing
its human capital. 7e Lelieve that µuality service
can only be delivered by staffs that are not only
skilled and knowledgeable, but also passionate and
committed to serve.
About 65% of our annual expenditure was spent
on staff½s remuneration, benewts and welfare
activities.
Our salary scale was benchmarked
against NCSS’ recommended salary guide, even
though only around 62% of our total revenue was
provided by the Government, together with Tote
Board and ComChest.
The generous support
from many donors and sponsors such as Lorong
Koo Chye Sheng Hong Temple Association has
enabled us to carry out much of our work without
any disruption.
BUILDING HUMAN CAPITAL
Besides ensuring a competitive compensation
package for staff, we placed much emphasis
in providing staff with many opportunities for
continuous growth and development. Our staff
training budget was utilized at 2.4% at the total
expenditure of manpower. In average, each staff
clocked 49 training hours in FY16, for both in-house
as well as external courses. Professional staffs such
as social workers and teachers are the ones who
enjoyed the greatest training benewts, as both the
FSC and the pre-school sectors were undergoing
intensive and progressive transformation. Sheng
Hong has provided full sponsorship for two senior
teachers and one social worker to pursue a degree
and a master program in their respective industry in
local university. For those who pursue continuous
education on their own, we have also provided
yexibility in their working hours as a form of support
and encouragement.
RENEWAL AND SUCCESSION PLANNING
As a caring employer, 7 employees were re-employed
as they reached their retirement age. Their services
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within Sheng Hong remained uninterrupted. Unless
there is a change of job scope, none of these
retired and re-employed staff suffer any pay cut.
Furthermore, they continue to enjoy the rewards
of increments, bonuses and other benewts such as
annual leave and medical benewts.
With 45% of our staff fall in the age bracket of 50 and
above, renewal and succession planning is critical
for our organisation’s long-term development. Last
year, we have promoted three social workers and
four childcare teachers to assume higher positions.
They were groomed to take up supervisory and
mentoring responsibilities as a way to prepare
them for bigger job scope in the future. Moving
forward, we hope to identify and groom the second
generation of key leaders of the various services and
to create more opportunities for staff’s development
and progression in the next three to wve years.
WORKING ENVIRONMENT AND
WORKING CULTURE
Besides ensuring good hygiene factors, such as
compensation and benewts, are in place, we also
strive to create conducive working environment and
a healthy work culture within Sheng Hong.
Both the Childcare Centre and the Student Care
Centre have undergone renovation and refurbishment
in the last two years and the respective working
environment has improved. Moving forward, we
are looking into improving the space utilisation
and aesthetic appeal of the Family Service Centre
and Life Point so as to meet the changing needs
of the community. I believe that a better working
environment will not only enhance staff morale but
also and will improve the experience of our service
recipients.
In addition to make improvement to the hardware,
we must not neglect the software as well. As Sheng
Hong grows and the workforce is enlarged, it
becomes a greater challenge but a stronger urgency
to forge closer bond among the staff members, and

` It is necessary for us to develop mechanism
that will promote innovative thinking and accountable
practices among staff members, so as to bring our
service quality to a greater height. a

with the management. Each year
we have at least two occasions
to bring all the staff together,
that is the Annual Staff Retreat
and the Staff Appreciation
Dinner, when staff from different
centres get to know one
another better through games
and other activities. Besides,
the leadership of each Centre
has also created different
opportunities to bring the team
together. I thank them all for all
the very good efforts.
As we live in a competitive
environment that taps into a
limited pool of talents, Sheng
Hong will need to build a strong
brand for itself so as to attract
suitable talents to join the
organisation. It is necessary for
us to develop mechanism that
will promote innovative thinking
and
accountable
practices
among staff members, so as to
bring our service µuality to a
greater height.

Mr Ling Kin Huat, PBM
President
SSHWS Management
Committee
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[ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE ]

STEPPING UP FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Enhancing service quality and stakeholders’ experience

F

Y16 is a year wlled with opportunities for
improvement. All the centres have embarked on
critical areas for service µuality enhancement. While
some of the learning has been steep, and at times
challenging and frustrating, I believe that ultimately
all things will work out well for the benewts of our
service recipients that a higher µuality of service will
be ensured.
TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGES
The FSC sector has gone through a major
transformation in the last two years. With the full
rollout of Social Service Net (SSNet), we have to
get our FSC team to familiarise with the new IT
system and learnt how to navigate the system in
an intelligent and efwcient manner. As the team
is still grasping to apply the Code of Social Work
Practice (CSWP) and the Family & Adult Support
Tool (FAST) in assessment and conceptualisation of
clients’ needs, the new IT system has added new
anxiety and administrative burden to the social
workers and their supervisors. Thankfully the team
has been resilient enough to support one another
during this challenging period.
While we are still striving to align ourselves to the
timeline as set out by the Casework Practice Guide
for the various intervention steps, we are realistic
that it will take more time for the team to fully
master all the processes well. We are thankful that
the Ministry has been receptive to ground feedback
and is working towards simplifying the SSNet system.
SETTING HIGHER BENCHMARK
Over at our childcare centre, we wnally set
ourselves ready to apply for SPARK (Singapore PreSchool Accreditation Framework) accreditation. In
anticipation for the vigorous assessment process,
the team at MacPherson Childcare Centre has
worked very hard to bring to greater clarity of its
purpose and role in early childhood education.
The team also rewned its teaching pedagogy as
well as reviewed its curriculum. In addition, the
relevant documentations related to teaching and
administration were classiwed and collated for easy
review.
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We hope that the result of SPARK assessment will
help us to identify clearly our strengths as well as
areas for improvement. Ultimately, it is with the
desire to provide the best µuality of education and
care that drives us to work towards excellence in
the future.
DRAWING INSIGHTS FROM ONE ANOTHER
In FY16, we embarked on two bite-size consultancy
projects, with the funding support fully covered by
National Council of Social Service (NCSS). The wrst
project was meant to review the use of space in our
Family Service Centre, with the objective of planning
for its renovation and refurbishment so as to meet
the changing needs for service and operation. The
second project aimed at reviewing the recruitment
process for one of the programs run by Life Point –
the Life Wisdom workshop. Both projects aimed to
provide insights and concrete help to enhance the
utilisation and reach of services.
We are thankful for the support given by NCSS and
the insights derived from consultation with Goshen
Consultancy services. The active participation from
the staff team of the FSC and Life Point has been
invaluable to the successful completion of the two
consultancy projects. The consultancy projects have
enabled us to sharpen our understanding to the
issues at hand and bring greater clarity in solution
wnding.
From the project on space utilisation, we decided
to adopt e-booking system to ensure a more
eµuitable usage of meeting rooms. The team has
also come up with various yoor layout plans which
would provide good reference point when the FSC
prepare itself for renovation in future.
Through the consultation process in reviewing the
recruitment process of Life Wisdom workshop, the
team has worked out different strategies to increase
the exposure of the program so that more service
users would be able to benewt from this program.
It has certainly enhanced the capacity of Life Point
to reach out to the larger community.

` We must continue to remain inquisitive and
reflective in our practice, and not be afraid to ask ourselves
and one another hard questions which may at times
challenge our fundamental assumptions. a

DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE THINKING
As we continued to serve in the community in
whatever capacity over a period of time, it is not
uncommon that we will wnd ourselves staying within
our comfort zone. The danger of complacency may
set in µuietly without us even notice it. We must
continue to remain inµuisitive and reyective in our
practice, and not be afraid to ask ourselves and
one another hard µuestions which may at times

challenge our fundamental assumptions. Moving
forward, I hope that we can spend more resources
in consolidating our practice wisdom into facts and
data that we can analyse and review. It is only
through continuous evaluation of our practice with
critical thinking that we can spur ourselves to scale
greater heights in the future.

Mrs Sara Tan-Woo Lai Kwan
Executive Director
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[ THE SHENG HONG STORY ]

COMMPASSIONATE CARE AND GOOD WORK
Delivering care to a community in need the Sheng Hong way

R

egistered as a Society in April 2000 and gazetted
as a Charity since May 2000, the Society of Sheng
Hong Welfare Services (SSHWS) has been a Full Member
of National Council of Social Service (NCSS) since
November 2001. Set up as the welfare arm of Lorong
Koo Chye Sheng Hong Temple Association, SSHWS’
chief objective is to carry out good work and welfare
activities that relieve hardship and benewt society.

For 17 years, SSHWS has achieved this primarily through
its four services. These include Hougang Sheng Hong
Family Service Centre, Hougang Sheng Hong Student
Care Centre, MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre
and Life Point Centre. We have added two new Family
Support Services, HOPE mentoring and PREP training
in FY15.
SSHWS’ Management Committee comprises of
members elected according to its Constitution. All
of them serve on a voluntary basis and receive no
remuneration in any form. SSHWS’ membership
is open to all aged 18 and above and who share
similar objectives with SSHWS, regardless of their race,
creed, religion, language, gender and social status.
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so as to promote education, and to foster friendship
and community cohesion.
OUR VISION
SSHWS strives to become a leading Taoist operated
charity.
OUR CORE VALUES
(Adapted from Chapter 8 of Dao De Jing)
U We strive to achieve the highest goodness which
resembles the nurturing µuality of water
U We empathize from the depth of our heart
U We give with compassion
U We speak with integrity
U We carry out our works to the best of our abilities
U We strategize our moves according to its relevance
and appropriate timing

1HƂEKCN#FFTGUU:

15 Arumugum Road,
Singapore 409960

%QTTGURQPFGPEG
#FFTGUU:

Blk 237 Hougang St 21,
#01-406, Singapore 530237

SSHWS holds the status of Institution of Public Character
(IPC). All cash donations are tax-deductible.

'OCKN#FFTGUU:

fsc@shenghong.org.sg

9GDUKVG:

www.shenghong.org.sg

OUR MISSION
SSHWS aims to provide assistance, welfare and
relief, wnancial or otherwise, to all people, without
discrimination as to race, language, creed or religion,

%QPVCEV0WODGTU:

+65 62895022 (Tel)
+65 62898242 (Fax)

7'0+FGPVKƂECVKQP0Q:

T00SS0066C
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[ SHENG HONG SERVICES ]

HOUGANG SHENG HONG FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE

H

ougang Sheng Hong Family Service Centre is a
one-stop neighbourhood centre open to anyone
who needs help on family matters. It serves individuals
and families regardless of their age, race, language and
religion.

Through casework and counselling, the Centre helps
clients work through common family issues such as marital
problems, family violence, behavioral problems of children,
stress and mental health matters, relational conyicts
and dispute. In addition, the Centre organizes psychoeducational, therapeutic and support groups to facilitate
individuals to gain useful information, new insights and
healthy network to address their challenges. The Centre
also works closely with community stakeholders, in
harnessing community resources, to address service gaps
and client’s needs.

A token service fee is usually charged but fee waiver
is available for those who have wnancial difwculty.
Operational expenses are 99 percent funded by the
Government, ComChest and the Tote Board.

CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

Blk 237 Hougang St 21,
#01-406, Singapore 530237
Telephone:
+65 6289 5022
Fax:
+65 6289 8242
Email:
fsc@shenghong.org.sg
Opening Hours: Mondays to Fridays: 9am – 6pm
Saturdays: 9am- 1pm
Extended
Opening Hours: Tuesdays & Thursdays: 9am – 9pm

HOUGANG SHENG HONG STUDENT CARE CENTRE

H

ougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre provides
µuality care and enrichment services to help working
parents look after and supervise their primary schoolgoing children (P1 to P6) during after school hours.
The Centre provides a safe, homely, and nurturing
environment for children to safeguard their basic care,
maximize their learning experience and develop their
potential.
Affordable monthly fees are charged. Subsidies are
available and provided by Early Childhood Development
Agency (ECDA).

CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

Blk 238 Hougang Ave1,
#01-292, Singapore 530238
Telephone:
+65 6285 2726
Fax:
+65 6285 0461
Email:
scc@shenghong.org.sg
Opening Hours: Mondays to Fridays: 12.30pm – 7.30pm
Saturdays: 7am- 2pm
Extended Opening Hours during School Holidays and
School Closure Days
Mondays to Fridays: 7am to 7pm
Saturdays: 7am to 2pm

Annual Report 2016 / 2017
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[ SHENG HONG SERVICES ]

MACPHERSON SHENG HONG CHILDCARE SERVICE

M

acPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre provides
affordable, accessible, and µuality early childhood
education for pre-school children in a joyful, nurturing,
and safe learning environment. Using a child-centric,
play-based and experiential approach, the Centre’s
curriculum develops each child in a holistic manner.
It is housed in a two-storey building conveniently
located in the heart of Sennett estate. It features ample
outdoor space designated for water play, sand play,
cycling, basketball and an edu-garden, providing every
child with a uniµue learning experience.

CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

175 MacPherson Road,
Singapore 348537

Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Opening Hours:

+65 6858 5862
+65 6858 2809
childcare@shenghong.org.sg
Mondays to Fridays: 7am to 7pm
Saturday: 7am to 2pm

LIFE POINT

E

very man’s life ends in the same destination. No one
can decide how life begins, but everyone can plan
and decide how to live his life, and spend his twilight
years. Life is precious, and deserves to be lived to the
fullest.
Life point believes in upholding dignity in life as much
as it believes in preserving human dignity in death.
It advocates early planning for end-of-life matters.
Through proper planning, seniors can enjoy their
twilight years and ensure their last wishes respected, as
they embrace ‘a good death’ as much as they celebrate
life. Life Point’s programmes target at seniors of age 55
and above. These include regular talks and workshops
on planning for the future and end-of-life matters. A
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variety of social and educational activities to encourage
bonding, networking, and mutual support among
seniors are also organized. All of this helps to empower
the seniors with clear objectives and direction how they
may live life purposefully.
CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

133 New Bridge Road, #04-08,
Chinatown Point, Singapore 059413
Telephone:
+65 6538 9877
Fax:
+65 6538 9878
Email:
lifepoint@shenghong.org.sg
Opening Hours: Mondays to Fridays: 9am to 6pm
Saturdays: 9am to 1pm

[ FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES ]

PREVENTION & RELATIONSHIP ENHANCEMENT
P
PROGRAM (PREP)
P

P

REP (Prevention and Relationship Enhancement
Program) is an evidence-based marriage and
relationship education program initiated by the Ministry
of Social and Family Development (MSF). It is designed
primarily to help soon-to-wed and newly-wed couples
to lay wrm foundation for their marriages.
SSHWS is one of the appointed service providers for
PREP. Interventions are at two levels, either the 2-hour
lunch-time talk or the 12-hour workshop which is held
over 2 consecutive Saturdays. Registration fee is fully
sponsored by the Ministry and prior registration at the
Re
Registry
of Marriages (ROM) is reµuired.

CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

Blk 237 Hougang St 21,
#01-406, Singapore 530237
Telephone:
+65 6289 5022
Fax:
+65 6289 8242
Email:
fsc@shenghong.org.sg
Service Hours: Lunch-time Talks*
Mondays to Fridays: 12.15pm – 2.15pm
Venue
Registry of Marriages
12-hour Workshops*
2 consecutive Saturdays
Venue
To be informed upon registration

[ FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES ]

HOPE MENTORING SERVICE
H

T

he Home Ownership Plus Education (HOPE) Scheme
is wrst introduced by the Ministry of Social and Family
Development (MSF) in 2004 to help young low-income
families to come out of poverty trap. These families are
provided with benewts in the form of a housing grant,
utilities grant and bursaries for their children’s education
as well as incentives for employment and skill upgrading.
They also receive mentoring support.
SSHWS is appointed as one of the HOPE mentoring
agencies. Professionally trained mentors are assigned to
each HOPE family whereby the family’s strengths and
limitations are assessed, action plans are developed
and reviewed periodically. The mentoring objective is to

motivate and support these families to achieve wnancial
independence and a better µuality of life.
CENTRE INFORMATION
Address:

Blk 237 Hougang St 21,
#01-406, Singapore 530237
Telephone:
+65 6289 5022
Fax:
+65 6289 8242
Email:
fsc@shenghong.org.sg
Opening Hours: Mondays to Fridays: 9pm – 6pm
Saturdays: 9am- 1pm
Extended
Opening Hours: Tuesdays & Thursday: 9am – 9pm
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE / REPORT ]

STRENGTHENING SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION
Deploying technology & Developing Practice Framework

I

n FY16É17, we handled 381 inµuiries, of which 151
were walk-in inµuiries and 122 were phone-in inµuiries.
237 inµuiries or 62% were self-referred.
With 341 cases brought down from FY15/16 and 158
new cases opened in FY16/17, we served a total of 499
cases in FY16/17. Of the new cases, 98 cases or 62%
were self-referred. There was an increase of high risk
cases being referred by the Family Court and Child
Protection Division for family violence and child abuse
issues respectively.
By the end of FY16/17, we have closed a total of 228
cases, with 90% of the cases closed with satisfactory
outcome. 79% of closed cases have achieved outcome
of having their problem solving skills enhanced, and 77%
of closed cases have achieved enhanced relationship or
network that helped in improving their situation. Out of
the 228 closed cases, 101 cases involved with those who
need wnancial assistance. At the junction of closure, 94
cases have achieved improved ability to manage on
their own.

With the full roll-out of SSNet (Social Service Net), we have
begun the process of uploading all the necessary records
onto this national platform, a step towards establishing
a paperless system for casework management within
the Centre. While the system has offered a convenient
platform to conwrm client’s particulars, as well as current
and past history on assistance received, it took the
team much time and effort to learn how to navigate
the system intelligently. The team was still grasping to
conceptualise cases according to Code of Social Work
Practice (CSWP) framework and inputting the thinking
process outcome for case categorisation with the tool of

FAST (Family & Adult Support Tool). It has been a very
steep learning curve for the team.
We have successfully conducted two groups in
FY16/17. The wrst group titled ‘Between Parents –
be a Good Enough Parents’ targeted at parents with
children from ages 4 to 12, with the objectives of raising
parents’ self-awareness of their own parenting style
and how their own coping stance would have
impacted on themselves and their relationship with their
children. 17 parents have registered for the group and
7 members have completed more than 3 sessions out
of a total of 5 sessions. We observed that attendance
was affected by weather and parents’ busy schedule.
However, for those who attended regularly, they
managed to share and interact spontaneously after the
initial warm-up.
The second group entitled ‘Life Review’ aimed to
facilitate seniors to make meaning of their lives and to
promote peer support among seniors through sharing
of their life stories. Altogether 10 elderly were recruited
and 40% of them have completed 3 sessions out of a
total of 4 sessions. All the participants found the group
experience satisfying. They were pleased to make
new friends. Though many group members spoke
different dialects, it did not stop them from sharing and
understanding each other.
Mr Tan Chuan Jin, Minister for the Ministry of Family
and Social Development (MSF) visited our Centre on
5 December 2016. Together with SSO@Hougang, we
shared our experience in working with clients in the
Hougang community. Minister Tan was particularly
interested to know how we helped those who were
poor and vulnerable. He shared his vision in community
building through mobilising volunteer participation,
forming relevant partnership and coordinating
collaboration among multiple community stakeholders.
From December 2016 to February 2017, together with
SSO@Hougang, we conducted a needs assessment
survey among residents of rental blocks of Blk 174
cluster. After many rounds of door knocking and
talking to the residents, we have collected more than
200 feedbacks. Through the survey, we have identiwed
home safety and security within the neighbourhood as
key concern among the respondents. Some residents
expressed concern over the lack of window grilles to
prevent accidental fall whereas others were concern
over the presence of unsupervised children and youths
loitering around, corridors were jammed with bulky
items, estate cleanliness and the presence of vices such
as gambling, drugs, alcohol and illegal money lenders.
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE / REPORT ]

` With the full roll-out of SSNet (Social Service Net), we have begun the process
of uploading all the necessary records onto this national platform, a step towards
establishing a paperless system for casework management within the Centre. a
~ Mrs Sara Tan, Executive Director

With the support from SSO, those residents who met
the HDB eligibility criteria were helped with the window
grilles installed. We would continue to work towards
building the strength and assets in this community in
the following year, so that the community would utilise
its own strength in solving its own challenges. It is our
desire to build a healthy and harmonious community in
the near future.
On 19 February 2017, we organized the special
community event ‘Balik Kampong with Sheng Hong’
to celebrate the auspicious Lunar New Year with 900
residents and 60 volunteers. The carnival-style event was
strongly supported by many community stakeholders,
including SSO@Hougang, One-Stop@Paya Lebar, SIA
Community Service Club, Schoolhouse by the Garden,
Man Fut Tong, together with our own Student Care and
Childcare centres. We were honored to have Hougang
SMC Grassroots Advisor, Mr Li Hong Chuang, BBM, to
grace the occasion as Guest of Honour, together with
many other special guests, such as Mr Murali Pillai (MP
for Bt Batok SMC), and the three Grassroots Advisors
for Aljunied GRC, including Mr Alex Yeo, Mr Yeo Guat
Kwang and Mr Chua Eng Leong, as well as many other
prominent grassroots leaders.
On that day, the bus interchange at Kovan Hub was
transformed into a beautiful venue decorated with a
grand entrance with bright red lanterns hanging from
the ceiling and colorful motifs decorating the walls
and the stalls. Besides having lion dance and stage
performances, we put up 6 traditional food stalls,
17 game stalls and 5 static displays to engage the
participants. It was very heartwarming to see parents
and even grandparents sharing with the young ones
how to play such traditional games as hopscotch,
zero point or 5-stones. The photo booths and the
wishing trees were favourite spots for photo-taking.
Besides, the bonsai stall and the calligraphy stall also
attracted a good crowd. The artwork put up by the
children from MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare
Centre, Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre
and Schoolhouse by the Garden expressed their love
and hope for their families. The turnout for the event
was fantastic!

them were also involved in manning the game stalls
and snacks stalls, and providing transport assistance.
Moving forward, we hope to continue to engage clients
to give back to the community whenever possible.
Number of
Persons

Description
Total Number of Enµuiries handled
in FY16/17

381

Total Number of Cases Handled in
FY16/17

499

Total Number of Participants in
Group Work in FY16/17

27

Total Number of Participants in KidsREAD in FY16/17

44

Total Number of Participants in
Youth Engagement in FY16/17

28

Total Number of Participants in
Community Event – ‘Balik Kampong’
in FY16/17

900

Total Number of Participants in
Community Survey (Blk 174) in
FY16/17

221

Total Number of Volunteers Engaged
in FY16/17

96

We have intentionally involved a few clients during the
event planning stage because we believed that they
would be able to contribute relevant ideas. Some of
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CASEWORK & COUNSELLING

APRIL 2016 - MAR 2017

Total Caseload in FY 16
600
499
500
400

341

300
200

158

100
0

Brought Forward Cases
from 31/03/2016

Total Cases

New Cases from
1/4/2016 to
31/03/2017

Presenng Issue of New Cases
35
30
30

28

28

25
19

20

17
15

11

11
10

7

7

8
7

8

6

5

7

5

0

1
0

1

0

Ethnic Distribuon for New Cases

Gender Distribuon For New Cases

2%

9%
28%

Chinese

18%
Female

Malay

Male

Indian

Others
72%
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71%

CASEWORK & COUNSELLING

APRIL 2016 - MAR 2017

Distribuon of New Cases by Religion

Housing Type for New Cases

6%

8%
11%

No Religion

30%

Hinduism
Islam
HDB

12%

Taosim

Private Property

Buddhist
Chrisan
9%

Others

14%

92%

18%

I & R - Mode of Enquiries
Total 381
15 9

84

Walk - in

151

Phone - in

Email/internet
Fax
Other

122

I & R - Source of Referral
Total 381
237

250
200
150
100
50

26
9

9

2

3

2

5

12

22

14

9

11

14

4

2

0
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE / YOUTH ENGAGEMENT / REPORT ]

YOUTH OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT
Character building through sports
the weld. Other team managers have remarked that our
‘boys are role models to the other teams’. Our team
members were being recognised for ‘good display of
sportsmanship, even in losing’. Our team also clinched
the Overall Champion for the Fusalympics League.

I

n FY16, we were able to reach out to 28 youth
participants to join the soccer group. They were of
age 13 to 19 years old. Some of them were engaged
through our outreaching efforts at community centre
and sports centre, while some were referred by school
or other social workers of our Centre. Out of the 28
youths, a small percentage came from low income
families as they were helped under the school’s wnancial
assistance scheme. Most of them were not actively
engaged in school activity but found idling around in
the neighbourhood after school.

Engaging youths in sports have had many benewts.
Through active participation in weekly training, these
youths are meaningfully engaged over the weekends.
Parents were kept informed of their whereabouts. Many
of our youth members were initially socially disengaged,
lacking of self-conwdence and hardly motivated to excel
in any performance. Through the soccer group, they have
eased themselves in social interaction. They have built
good rapport with the staff, as well as with other group
members. Through the regular training, winning and
losing games together, they fostered valuable friendship
with one another. As they gradually mastered the game,
they began to gain better self-conwdence as well as selfesteem. The regular meeting up also enabled the staff
to provide mentorship and guidance with the youths
without making the latter felt embarrassed or awkward
in seeking advice.

Soccer was being selected as a game to engage the
youths as the game itself provide good opportunity
for character building. Through the weekly training
and preparation for friendly matches, we instilled in the
youth members discipline, perseverance, sportsmanship
and teamwork.
During this year’s ACE League, an inter-agency soccer
competition, our team was given the ‘Most Inspiring
Team’ Award in recognising their diligence, initiative
and demonstrating positive attributes both in and off

` Soccer was being selected as a game to engage the youths
as the game itself provide good opportunity for character building. a
~ Muhammad Fatihah bin Mohamed Seh
Social Work Associate

Total Number of Youths served in FY16/17

28

Training sessions held in FY16/17

68 (3 hours / session)

Team engagement in FY16/17

22 sessions

Individual engagement in FY16/17

38 sessions

Study Clinic held in FY16/17

12 sessions

Special Bonding activities held in FY16/17

3 sessions

Age Group
Age

14

15

16

17

18

19

No. of Pax

4

7

6

6

3

2

Ethnicity

16

Race

Chinese

Malay

Indian

No. of Pax

16

10

2
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE / KIDSREAD / REPORT ]

JOY OF READING TOGETHER
Enriching a child’s experience

K

idsREAD, a programme started in 2012, continues to
promote the love of reading among children in the
community. Besides reading, our staff and our volunteers
would also plan interesting activities to engage the
children after story time. We were glad to see that many
children have grown in their conwdence in reading and
speaking in English. The children also made friends with
one another and with the volunteers through the weekly
meet-up.

One parent gave the feedback that his son, in K1, has
been chosen as the emcee for his kindergarten’s K2
graduation event. She attributed that his son’s conwdence
in public speaking was due to his active participation in
KidsREAD.
Another parent also credited KidsREAD for her
daughter’s improvement in English pronunciation and
articulation. She commented that both her daughters,
who participated in KidsREAD, have improved in their
social skills and social manners.
In FY16, KidsREAD served a total of 44 children and we
ran a total of 64 sessions for two groups of children, the
Senior Club which comprised of children from P1 to P2,
and the Junior Club which comprised of children from
K1 & K2.
We are thankful for the support by many volunteers who
helped to read stories, conduct activities and provide
support in the logistic of weekly sessions. In FY16,
we managed to have an average of 10 volunteers per
session, a volunteer to child ratio of 1:1.5, so that each
child could receive personal attention from the volunteer.
The volunteers also provided very useful feedback to us
during the debriewng session, so that we could make

improvement to the program structure, content as well
as the venue set-up.
Besides reaching out to children, KidsREAD also actively
involve parents’ participation. For instance, we allowed
parents to sit in during the story-telling time so that
parents could also pick up reading skills. We have
conducted several library outings to encourage parents
to spend µuality reading time with their children. The
outing to visit the Singapore Zoological Garden in
October 2016 has not only provided the children an
opportunity to see real animals up close, it also provided
a great bonding opportunity for parents, children, staff
as well as volunteers.
In FY16/17, we were privileged to have benewted
from the generous sponsorship from Tan Chin Tuan
Foundation. TCTF has provided our KidsREAD children
free lessons for speech and drama for over two months
through the ‘More than Words’ program. The special
program was facilitated by two very experienced trainers
from Acts of Life (AoL). They guided the children
through reading, story-telling, music and movement
and many other fun-wlled activities. The training started
in July 2016 and ended with an exciting performance
held on 8 September 2016 at Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent) where the children showcased their
talents and learning through the themed concert ‘True
Colours, True Hearts’. The children enjoyed the weekly
training and the performance thoroughly. Not only their
communication skills have improved, they also grew in
their creative thinking and their self-conwdence. Two of
our staff also benewted from the speech & drama training
workshop which was sponsored by TCTF. They picked
up very useful ideas in the use of creative art as a way to
engage children and develop children’s potentials.

` We were glad to see that many children have grown in their confidence
in reading and speaking in English. a
` We are thankful for the support by many volunteers who helped to read stories,
conduct activities and provide support in the logistic of weekly sessions. a
~ Arie Suriani bte Muhammad Azmi Kuan
Social Work Associate

Senior Club

Junior Club

Number of Children Served in FY16/17

17

27

Number of Sessions Held in FY16/17

32

32

Number of Volunteers Involved in FY16/17

17

19
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

CHRONIC CAREGIVER’S STRESS CENTRE

M

adam Doris, 62, is married with three grownup daughters. Since marrying Albert, Doris
has been a homemaker, putting all her energy to
taking care of the family and raising her children.
The family used to be well-provided for by her
husband, Albert, who was a senior consultant.
Life has changed drastically for Doris and her
family in 2011 when her husband, Albert, met
with a serious car accident in China. As a result,
Albert has had serious head injury. The traumatic
brain injury has caused his lapses in memory and
distortion in his vision. His sense of judgement has
deteriorated and so was his decision making ability.
Doris became the main caregiver for Albert. After
the accident, Albert lost his job and faced with
huge medical expenses. His savings depleted
fast. Madam Doris was worried but she continued
to strive on.
In 2014, Doris’ brother died of cancer. After
the demise of her brother, her sister-in-law was
reluctant to provide continuous care for the elderly
mother-in-law, that is, Doris’ mother. Doris’ mother,
Madam Tay, was 90 years old then, and used to
stay with Doris’ brother and his family. Being an
eldest daughter in the family-of-origin, Doris took
upon herself to look after her aged mother and
Madam Tay moved to stay with Doris. In spite
of the fact that she was already strained from
providing intensive care for her husband, Doris
became the only caregiver for Madam Tay too.

Since the head injury, Albert’s personality has
changed drastically. He became temperamental
with freµuent outburst of temper tantrums. He
always µuarreled with Madam Tay, Doris’ mother.
Torn between two loved ones on a daily basis has
proved to be too much for Doris to bear. It has
caused her health to deteriorate. She developed
a heart problem, in addition to other menopausalrelated issues. She was having difwculty to sleep
and concentrate. She was in constant anxiety and
worries. She found her life miserable and she
started to entertain suicidal ideation. It was at
this stage that she decided to seek help from our
Family Service Centre.
Knowing Doris’ anxiety over the huge medical
expenditure, I helped to link her up with the medical
social worker in the hospital. Albert’s medical
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expenses received subsidy from the hospital’s
medic fund. While Doris’ anxiety over the medical
costs was somewhat addressed, she continued
to feel stressed up as she was the main caregiver
for her elderly mother and her husband. While
many of her relatives have suggested to Doris
to transfer her elderly mother to an aged home,
Doris expected herself to be a wlial daughter who
would take care of her mother till the last day. It
was after many sessions of counselling that Doris
wnally agreed to let her mother move to an aged
home so that she did not have to face the daily
sµuabble between her mother and her husband.
The decision has also brought some relief to
Albert and he became calmer. Doris continued to
visit her mother in the aged home and helped to
feed her, as a way to express her love and care
towards her mother. As for Albert, he has started
to freµuent a nearby Senior Activity Centre as a
way to pass his time. Doris continued to keep a
close watch over him, as he could wander off and
could not remember the way home.
Doris’ second daughter is married. Her eldest
and youngest daughters are employed but facing
high work stress. Doris did not want to burden
them, but chose to bear with all the stresses
herself. She encountered bouts of depressive
moods. While I continued to provide counseling
and emotional support to Doris, there was a need
to build additional support for Doris as Albert’s
condition was chronic and both of them were also
advancing in age. Therefore, I referred the couple
to the cluster senior support service, to identify
1-2 suitable befrienders who can provide constant
social and emotional support for them on a regular
basis.

to
While I continued
an
g d
prov ide counselin
to
emotional su pport
a need
Doris, there was
su pport
to bu ild additional
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for Doris as Albe
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condition was
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bboth of them were
aadva ncing in age.

«

»

Andy Ang,
Social Worker

[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

RISING ABOVE DEPRESSION

M

aria, 44 years old, moved in to stay at a oneroom rental yat near to our Family Service
Centre in early 2016. Her case was transferred
by another family service center, where she
used to receive help, for continuous community
support.

Maria was diagnosed with severe depression
since 2009 after the demise of her grandmother.
She was certiwed as unwt for work and remained
unemployed since then. Since 2010, she was
helped by another family service center for
emotional support and wnancial assistance. She
reµuired medication and monthly consultation
with IMH doctor to regulate and monitor her
depressed mood.

he killed himself. Maria was brought up by her
grandmother and she described her as the only
one loved her and accepted her. Hence, when
her grandmother passed away, Maria sank into
great depression.
While Maria received medication and attended
regular follow up sessions at IMH, she continued
to experience mood swings. She was living
in pain. When she was in low moods, she
entertained suicidal ideation and she became
verbally abusive too. At times, she was also very
resistant towards my engagement efforts and
constantly demanded for termination of service.

Maria has had very traumatic growing years. Her
mother, due to her cultural belief, counted her as
a ‘jinx’ and always scolded her and put her down.
Her brothers bullied her. She even mentioned
that she was sexually abused by her brothers
before.

Due to her unstable mood and expressed suicidal
ideation, I continued to make every effort to
engage her and to lend her a listening ear. When
she refused to pick up my calls, I would pay her
home visits. There were once or twice that IMH
crisis team was mobilized and Maria would be
admitted in IMH due to overdose/intention to
harm herself and others.

Maria witnessed her father’s committing suicide
by jumping down from the yat when she was
a teenager. She shared that her father was
depressed over the dire family situation at that
time. Her mother became bed-ridden due to
illness. Her father was unable to cope with the
caregiving stress and wnancial difwculties, so

Financially, she was helped by the Social
Service Ofwce. Although there was no major
breakthrough in my work with Maria, I would
continue to provide her with emotional support.
Hopefully, one day, she could break away from
her self-imposed isolation and be willing to open
her world for others.

«

Due to her unsta ble
mood and expresse
d
su icida l ideation,
I continued to ma
ke every
effort to engage he
r and to lend her
a listening
ea r.

»

Esther Malar,
Social Worker
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

PARENTING A SPECIAL CHILD

J

ulie was a divorcee with two teenage children,
Sandra aged 11 and Alan aged 16. At Primary
3, Sandra was diagnosed of Dyscalculia, a
learning disability in Mathematics. She has had
great difwculty understanding number-related
concepts or using symbols or functions needed
for success in mathematics. She did poorly in
school. She became more and more demotivated
to study as she felt that no matter how hard
she tried, she would not be able to do well in
her studies. When she reached Primary 5, she
was diagnosed of having Adjustment Disorder,
showing symptoms of feeling constant stress,
feeling sad and hopeless.
Sandra was found to have great difwculties in
following school rules and instructions too. She
was generally disorganised and haphazard in
dealing with her schoolwork. Julie perceived
Sandra as lazy, irresponsible and she found Sandra
constantly lying as well. Sandra’s behaviour has
put Julie at the end of her wits. She was desperate
to look for help.

I realised that Julie has very little understanding
about Sandra’s learning difwculty and how her
disability has impacted her performance. Julie
has set similar expectations on Sandra as her elder
son who was performing fairly well in school. I
also realised that there was very little µuality
communication between Julie and Sandra. Most
of the time, Julie was spending time to push
Sandra to improve in her performance. Often
times, they ended up arguing with one another
and the interaction was very unpleasant.
After meeting up with Sandra a few times, I
realised that Sandra was not happy in school
too. She was given learning support but she felt
embarrassed that she was being single out to
receive learning support. She was teased by her
classmates for her poor performance. She hardly
had friends in school.
At home, Sandra was rejected by her elder brother,
Alan, who did not talk to her or acknowledge her
in front of his friends. She felt extremely hurt.
I realised that Alan started to dislike Sandra
because Sandra was receiving a lot of attention
from the mother when she was born. He was
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jealous.
Subseµuently, because of Sandra’s
disability, Julie has focused much of her attention
on Sandra again. Alan has harboured a lot of
anger towards Sandra. He also felt embarrassed
by Sandra’s clumsiness and poor performance.
Through the sessions with Julie, I provided
her with more understanding in regards to
Sandra’s psycho-social challenges arising from
her learning disability. Julie has become more
aware of her unrealistic expectation. She also
realised the importance of communicating clearly
with Sandra so that there would be lesser room
for misunderstanding.
She was learning to
understand Sandra more and more.
I also realised that Julie was under tremendous
stress as she was coping with work as well as the
two children by herself. We discussed ways how
she could manage her stress and take care of
herself.
Moving forward, I would like to have some
conversations with Alan to see how he could deal
with his disappointment and release his anger. I
hope that he could re-establish his relationship
with Sandra in the near future.
As for Sandra, I would continue to offer her
emotional support. I would discuss with her
various strategies to cope with her schoolmates
and how she could adjust her expectations on her
own performance. Recently, she was placed in
a Foundation Class in Primary 6 and I am happy
to receive feedback from Julie that Sandra’s
performance seemed to slightly pick up.

«
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ka,
Fathima Shafee
Counselor

[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

YOUNG AND HOMELESS

W

hen we think of someone who is homeless,
we normally would think of someone who
is middle aged or elderly, and usually a male.
However, this is a different homeless case. Mary
was only in her mid-twenties. She approached
our Family Service Centre for help as she became
homeless after her grandmother chased her out
of home. Her parents were divorced and left
her under the care of her paternal grandmother
when Mary was still a baby.
Mary’s grandmother refused to allow her enter
the house because she was angry with the
granddaughter for marrying a man of another
race and religion after meeting him for only
a month on Facebook.
However, Mary’s
relationship with her new husband turned sour
soon over wnancial matters. She walked out from
her husband after a 10 month marriage. She left
her husband’s family and wanted to return to
her family-of-origin. However, her grandmother
refused to take her back. With no money in her
pocket and no one to turn to, Mary felt helpless
and lost. After sleeping under the void deck for
wve nights, she decided to seek help from Family
Service Centre.

«

When Mary approached for help, it was already
late in the evening. There was no way to wnd
her an emergency shelter. With approval of
emergency ComCare fund, I arranged for her to
put up for a night at a budget hostel. Meanwhile,
I applied for her the emergency shelter where
she moved to stay the following day.
I made contacts with Mary’s grandmother and
siblings to explore if there was any room for
reconciliation. Her grandmother was still angry
with her and stood wrm of not accepting her
back. I needed to plan to solve her longer term
accommodation needs. Within 2 weeks, she
moved to stay in the transitional shelter.
After wnding a roof over her head and appeasing
her immediate anxiety, I began to discuss
with Mary to plan for her future. Through the
counselling sessions, Mary began to reyect on
her experience. She realized that she has been
impulsive and rash in decision making. She has
learnt a painful lesson. I continue to work with
her to strengthen her problem solving capacity.
She has decided to look for a job so that she
could rent a place for herself in the future.
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

A CASE WITH MANY ISSUES

W

hen I was wrst assigned Mr Selvam’s case, I
thought it was a straight forward case with
wnancial needs and parenting issues. At that time,
Mr Selvam’s second son was caught stealing a
bicycle and was sentenced for probation. As his
son has defaulted reporting to Probation Ofwcer
numerous times, his son was sent to Boy’s Home
and released a year later.
Meanwhile, I discovered that Selvam’s family has
many layers of needs. Selvam, aged 40, used to
work as a security guard, earning a monthly salary
of less than f2,000. His wife, Gina, was working
part-time in a factory. While they have a total
income of around f2,600 and staying with Selvam’s
parents, they found it hard to meet their family
needs with four growing children.
In the course of working with this family, Selvam
lost his job because he was found consuming
drugs. He has been using drugs and wine as a
way to escape from his unhappy marriage and
wnancial stress. His drug consumption habit was
only discovered when he alleged to police that
his eldest son has sodomized his third son. Upon
police investigation and MSF’s intervention, it
was conwrmed that his allegation was false and
his judgement was distorted as a result of drug
addiction. Subseµuently, he was mandated to
receive drug rehabilitation treatment at NAMS of
IMH. When he failed to complete his treatment, he
was sentenced to one year incarceration.
Selvam’s wife, Gina, was in her late 30’s. She has
treated her two step children, ages 19 & 18, from
Selvam’s 1st marriage and her own two younger
children (ages 8 & 2) with very permissive parenting
style. She hardly set any structure, boundaries or
expectations on their performance or behaviour.
She left most of the parenting responsibility to
her mother-in-law whom she is staying with. As I
discussed with Gina about her way of parenting, I
discovered that she has been projecting her own
unmet needs as a child in her growing up years
that she wanted to satisfy the wants of her children
without setting any limits. There was also a deep
yearning in her for love and attention, that she
could not wnd satisfaction in her marriages. The
marriage to Selvam was Gina’s second marriage. A
few years ago, Gina fell for another man and has
committed adultery. This has become a constant
trigger for µuarrel between Selvam and Gina for
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many years.
The more they µuarrelled, the further they grew
apart. Worse still, the couple’s µuarrels were
often witnessed by their children. I would imagine
how the children would feel living under constant
tension and hostility. Six months ago, Gina was
caught stealing in a departmental store and she
was sentenced to six months imprisonment.
After Gina’s imprisonment, all the parenting and
childminding responsibilities fell onto the shoulder
of Selvam’s mother, Mrs Raju, who was working as
a part-time carpark attendant. Mrs Raju has µuickly
mobilized the two older boys, who are waiting to
be enlisted to National Service, to help keeping
an eye on the two younger siblings while she was
working. Selvam’s 3rd child, who is in Primary 2,
has been refusing to attend school since Gina’s
incarceration.
As the family went through crisis after crisis, I found
myself struggling to keep the family stabilised. I
also realised that, in order to meet the multiple
needs of Selvam’s family, from wnancial difwculties
to emotional upheaval, I need to work closely with
many other community partners, such as Probation
Ofwcer, Social Service Ofwcer to school counsellor.
I also realised that Mrs Raju, Selvam’s mother,
could be a protective factor for this family in chaos.
Mrs Raju was calm and resilient. She revealed that
Mr Raju, Selvam’s father, has been a chronic drug
abuser in the past, in and out of prison many times.
She was the one who tried very hard to hold the
family together. Now, Mr Raju has been ‘clean’ for
more than a year, she hoped that Selvam would
learn his lesson and change his behaviour. While I
know that it might take a long time before Selvam’s
family is stabilized, I somehow started to see some
light in the end of the tunnel.

« I realised that,

in order to meet the
multiple needs of the
fam ily, I need to
work closely with

many other
com mun ity partners.

»

Nagoor Mohideen,
Social Worker

[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

SUFFERING BUT NEVER LOSE HOPE

W

there for a few months. During that time, his son
was arrested due to certain offence. Mr Ahmad
managed to return home to care for his wife. I
also educate Mr Ahmad about the need to apply
for Personal Protection Order to keep himself
safe from their son.

hen Mr Ahmad, age 70, came to the door of
our Family Service Centre, he was looking
for assistance for accommodation as he was
chased out of his house by his son. Upon further
probing, I realised that Mr Ahmad has been
putting up at void deck for about three years.
His son was described as very hot-tempered and
has threatened to kill Mr Ahmad many times. He
was hesitant to seek help as he was worried if
his son would react strongly. Sometime last year,
he returned home after his wife had a fall as he
wanted to care for his wife. However, within a
few months, he was chased out by his son again.

His son was diagnosed as suffering from
paranoid schizophrenia and was undergoing
inpatient treatment in IMH. Together with the
medical social worker from IMH, we educated
Mr Ahmad and his wife to understand the mental
health issues faced by his son and the need
to develop safety plan for themselves. With
the information and counselling service, the
elderly couple gained a better understanding of
their son’s mental illness. They also joined the
caregiving program conducted by IMH, so as to
better eµuip them to deal with their son upon
his discharge from the hospital. To help the
elderly couple to meet the need for sustenance,
I applied wnancial assistance for them from Social
Service Ofwce, transport assistance from 1-stop@
Paya Lebar and provided them with food rations.

Mr Ahmad has two grown up children. His
daughter was in her 30s and his son was about
35 years old, unemployed. Mr Ahmad and his
wife have lost contact with their daughter due
to prolonged strained relationship. His son has
always been the one staying with the elderly
parents. He was extremely hostile towards Mr
Ahmad, though he was somewhat more tolerant
towards the mother. Due to poor health, Mr
Ahmad has not been working for many years. It
was his wife who worked to support the family,
despite her chronic arthritis condition. With her
fall, she lost her job and the family was in dire
wnancial difwculty.

In spite of the hardship and heartache caused by
their loved ones, Mr Ahmad and his wife never
lose hope. They continue to wish to live their
lives to the fullest. They want to learn as much as
possible to handle their son upon his discharge
in the near future.

To address Mr Ahmad’s immediate need, I
helped him to apply for crisis shelter. He stayed

« In spite of the hardship and heartache caused by
their loved ones, Mr Ahmad and his wife never
lose hope.

»

Ng Shiuh Shuen,
Assistant Senior Social Worker
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

FINDING NEW MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE

M

adam Yasmine has been receiving wnancial
assistance from our Family Service Centre
since 2013. She is a single-parent with two
children. The family of three was staying in
1-room HDB rental yat nearby. Her husband was
incarcerated because of drug offences. While
Yasmine faced dire situation at home, she was
not motivated to discuss or to take concrete
action to improve the family circumstances. She
became rather dependent on welfare assistance.
Meanwhile, she was involved in another
relationship.
In December 2015, Yasmine and her boyfriend
were caught consuming drugs by CNB ofwcer.
She was sentenced to six months jail term plus
another six months of Home Detention program.
It was during those six months that Yasmine
reyected on what she has done and regretted
over her mistakes. She started to pick herself
up. She attended a course in the prison. After

«

It has been more than a year after she has
completed the prison program. Yasmine has not
relapsed to her old way of drug consumption.
While she still received wnancial assistance from
Social Service Ofwce, she has learnt to organise
her life better. Through the counselling sessions,
she has learnt to budget her expenses and try
to keep some savings. She has become more
organised than before, in terms of structuring the
family life. She has also assumed her mothering
roles and responsibilities more seriously than
before. She shared that the welfare of her
children was the main motivating factor for her
to move on in life.
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»
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her release, she actively looked for employment.
She also observed the curfew strictly and went
for mandatory urine test appointments. She also
became more responsive in meeting up with the
social worker to discuss her future plan.
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Yong Shu Kuan,
l Worker
Assistant Senior Socia

[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

REBUILDING BROKEN TRUST

D

avid (54 years old) was married to Clara (53
years old) for over 20 years with a 19 years
old son. They were referred by the police for
mediation and counselling after David and Clara
had another wght two days ago.
Since wve years ago, David has had a romantic
relationship with another woman when he was
posted overseas, Clara lost trust in him. While
they continued to live under the same roof, they
often argued and µuarrelled over almost anything.
Clara felt more hurt when David refused to sleep
with her in the same room. She suspected that
David was still thinking of the other woman,
though David has repeatedly stated that he has
ended the extra-marital relationship.
Two days ago, the couple broke into another
serious argument. Clara was so angry that
she gave David many slaps and punches. She
became hysterical. It was not the wrst time when
Clara lost control of her emotion and became
physically violent towards David. Every time
David just let Clara vent her anger on him. He
felt too shameful to ask for help. When Clara
became more and more aggressive, David also
felt more and more distant from her. This time
when Clara started to slap and punch David in
front their son, David could stand it no more.
He called for police’s intervention. Clara was
sent for psychiatric assessment at IMH. She was
found not having mental health issues but with
severe emotional stress. She was advised to
get counselling support. David also responded
well when he was referred to seek help from our
Family Service Centre. He was eager to resolve
his marital issues.
After hearing them out, I realised that both David
and Clara were living in pain. While the affair
was over, Clara was still holding on to her anger
and hurt of being betrayed by David. She found
it hard to trust David again. On the other hand,
David has never made any explicit efforts to
regain her trust too. It was in the counselling
session that David admitted that he felt shameful
for what he has done. However, he found it hard
to admit to his wife owing to his patriarchal belief.
While he struggled to function and connect as a
husband and a father, outwardly he appeared to

be distant and aloof. He also chose to stay in
another bedroom in order to avoid Clara’s anger
and be reminded of his shame.
Clara shared her yearning for love and intimacy
from David. She wanted David to take more
initiative to mend their broken relationship. Her
constant outburst was her way to express her
anger towards David as well as her yearning for
love and attention from David. Unfortunately,
David has interpreted her aggressive action as
retaliation, and so he also retaliated by wghting
back and wnally withdrawing from Clara. At one
juncture, David has even contemplated divorce
as a way to get rid of his problem.
It was after many counselling sessions that both
David and Clara gained more insights of their
own and their spouse’s behaviour and inner
yearning. They realised the importance of direct
communication and active listening. Today, the
couple has made fresh commitment to stay in the
marriage. They have decided to let go of their
past hurt, shame and pain, but moved on with
their lives. It was their common desire to provide
their son with a stable family environment that
motivates them to continue to work on building
a stronger marriage.

It was after ma ny
counselling
sessions that
both David and
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Sivakumar s/o Ka

la Muthu,
Assistant Senior
Social Worker
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

TOUCHING LIFE AND EFFECTING CHANGE

M

r Tay, a 58 year old divorcee, sought help
from the Family Service Centre because he
was jobless and had great difwculty to sustain his
day-to-day basic needs. When I started to gather
information to assess his wnancial circumstances,
I discovered that Mr Tay has had a rather dark
past history.
As a child, he was often beaten up by his father
who believed in using force and punishment in
parenting. His mother was powerless and unable
to intervene to stop the father abusing him. As
he was growing up, he got involved with bad
company and started to drink and gamble.
Eventually, he was chased out by his father and
had to depend on himself to make ends meet.
Soon, he was in and out of prison many times
as he broke the laws with assaults and other
offences. His life just spiralled downwards and
he became addicted to alcohol.
As I was making my inµuiry, I found Mr Tay
became more and more agitated and defensive.
It was difwcult to engage him in conversation.
He was not willing to share much. I faced great
difwculty to make a good assessment. I came to
a road block.
As I sought help and advice from my supervisor, I
began to reyect on my way of making the inµuiry.
I realised that my enµuiry was interpreted as a
form of interrogation and investigation. My tone

«

of voice and my mannerism have not conveyed
sufwcient warmth and respect. In a very subtle
way, I have conveyed a negative judgement on
him.
Without rapport and trust, it was difwcult to build
any therapeutic relationship. I refocused my lens
and started to consciously rebuild my connection
with him. I began to pay attention to my tone
of voice and my mannerism. Instead of purely
collecting factual information, I began to pay
attention to his emotional needs. I realised that
he was very depressed and feeling very hopeless
in himself. I began to see him as a human being
in suffering, rather than a case asking for help.
I realised that being social worker is more than
helping our client to stabilize their situation. It
is the human touch that we give to our clients
that helps to reignite their hope in life and to
experience the warmth of the human world
again.
Today, Mr Tay is still receiving support and
help from me. He was grateful for the tangible
assistance given, such as wnancial assistance and
donation-in-kind. But most important of all, he
felt that he has regained his self-worth and his
dignity as he experienced respect and trust from
me. That has motivated him to journey on to
break his alcohol dependency and to improve his
life.

It is the human touch tha
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»

Teck Teck Hui,
Social Worker
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[ FAMILY SERVICE / CLIENT’S STORY ]

ON THE WAY TO RECOVERY

P

am is married to Ben. They have a 4 year old
child, Adam. Ben suffered from depression
and Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD). He
was receiving treatment at IMH. He was reµuired
to attend monthly medical review sessions.
Occasionally he would skip the sessions when
he ran out of money or when Pam was unable
to escort him to IMH. Ben was very withdrawn
and refused to take public transport on his own
to seek medical help. He was highly dependent
on Pam.
As Ben was certiwed unwt for employment, Pam
became the main breadwinner for the family.
However, she could not hold onto a regular
employment because Ben would demand her to
take time off from work to attend to his needs.
Because of constant emergency leaves and high
absenteeism, Pam changed from job to job. Pam
also chalked up high credit bills which she could
not manage to clear. At the point when she was
referred to the Family Service Centre, the family
was struggling wnancially. They have difwculty to
meet their basic needs, such as food and milk
powder for the baby. Pam was highly stressed.
The couple µuarrelled and gradually escalated to
physical wghts.
When I took up the case, I aimed to deal with
the immediate risk wrst. Through counselling
sessions, I facilitated both of them to understand
how triggers might escalate to violence and
aggression, which could pose risk to their
personal safety as well as compromise the
welfare of their young child. I also discussed
with Pam on safety plan for herself and her child,
Adam.
Both Pam and Ben were receptive to
counselling intervention. They became aware
that aggression and violence were detrimental
to healthy relationship and unhelpful ways to
solve their problems. I processed with them their
frustrations, disappointment, hurt, worry and
anxiety so that they could hear one another out.
We examined the conseµuences of their actions
and they were asked to reyect if there were
other options to deal with their problems. Ben

responded well to counselling. Together with
the medication, he became more stable
emotionally. He was able to appreciate the
challenges faced by Pam in juggling between
family and work.
Now, Ben has accepted the reversed role as a
stay-at-home father and husband, helping to look
after his son, Adam and helped out in household
chores. On the other hand, Pam could focus
on working and bringing home the bacon. She
has been able to hold onto the present job with
better attendance rate at work now.
In addressing the interim wnancial needs of the
family, I linked the family with various community
resources such as ComCare Emergency Fund,
Milk Fund, wnancial assistance from the Social
Service Ofwce, as well as provision of food
rations, milk powder and diapers, to provide the
family with tangible assistance. Ben’s application
for Medifund was also approved so that his
medical bills would be subsidized.
I believe that with consistent medical followup and medication, Ben’s mental state would
improve. And when Ben’s mood stabilize, Pam
would have a greater peace of mind to sustain in
her employment.

I assisted the coup
le to
explore and reflect
their
feelings and conc
erns,
so that they are ca
pa ble
to exam ine their op
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and ma ke an infor
med
decision.

«

»

Low Yiing Jia,
Counselor
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[ HOPE MENTORING SCHEME / CLIENT’S STORY ]

MENTORING TO RE-CHART LIFE COURSE

M

adam Eng is a 28 year old divorcee since
2014. She was the sole custodian for her two
young children, ages 8 and 6 now. It has been an
uphill task to bring them up singlehandedly. Eng
has to juggle between caring for her children
and meeting work demands. To be able to wnd
a job which could cater to her family needs
was arduous.
Her employment record has
been sporadic as she could not attend to a job
consistently because now and then she had to
take leave to care for her children. As the sole
breadwinner to sustain the family, she could not
earn sufwcient money. She almost ended up in
depression because of the struggle to make ends
meet.
Fortunately, Madam Eng was able to tap into the
assistance from the HOPE Scheme as the Scheme
opened up to divorced mothers. She received
substantial monetary incentives which helped to
lighten her wnancial burden. For instance, she
used the Utilities Grant to pay off the utilities bill
and Education Bursary to support her children’s
studies.
I was assigned as a HOPE Mentor to work closely
with Madam Eng where she received emotional
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support and guidance. After processing with her,
Madam Eng realized the need to reconcile with
her father who could be a source of support for her
and her children. Madam Eng took the initiative
to make up with her father and accepted his help
in looking after her children. Their relationship
has since been improved. Madam Eng became
more motivated to look for a full time job as she
did not have to worry over the care arrangement
for her children. Within a month, she managed to
wnd a job independently. Besides, Madam Eng’s
budgeting skills also improved after attending
the mentoring sessions.
When she and her children were wnally given
a rental yat, she was overjoyed. I also helped
her to look out for second-hand furniture so
that she could furnish her new home. Through
the ‘Pass-it-on’ platform, I helped Madam
Eng to acµuire such household appliances as
refrigerator, washing machine and television; as
well as furniture such as bed and sofa. Madam
Eng’s wnancial status has improved signiwcantly.
She regained her self-conwdence and became
more hopeful towards her future. Madam Eng
has become more motivated to work towards
improving her living condition.

Madam Eng’s financia l status has
improved significa ntly. She regained her
self-confidence and became more hopeful
towards her future.

»

Wong Mei Hua,
HOPE Mentor
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[ HOPE MENTORING SCHEME / CLIENT’S STORY ]

RIDING ON HOPE TO BUILD
A BETTER FUTURE

S

iti joined HOPE Scheme in 2011 when the
family was struggling wnancially. She was the
sole breadwinner. Her husband, Zul, became
the main caregiver for his elderly mother who
became bed-ridden after a major stroke. Besides
caring for a sick and frail mother, the couple
also needs to provide and care for four young
children, two from Zul’s wrst marriage and two
from his marriage with Siti.
After her successful application for HOPE
Scheme, the family condition improved steadily.
The couple purchased their wrst yat after they
received a $50,000 Housing grant, one of the
benewts under the Scheme. Siti and Zul also
utilized the $10,000 training grant, another
benewt under HOPE Scheme, to upgrade
themselves by acµuiring additional vocational
skills and professional µualiwcation.

«

After Siti completed a Diploma course in Human
Resource, she managed to get a higher paying
job soon after. Zul has also completed the WSQ
Advanced Certiwcate in Social Service. He has
secured a job as a Welfare Worker in a Children’s
Home.
After three years into the job, Zul is now the
Assistant Superintendent. He is currently taking
a Diploma course in Social Service. Once he
graduates from the course, he could be promoted
to the role of Superintendent.
Within a short span of 6 years after joining the
HOPE Scheme, Siti and Zul’s µuality of life has
improved signiwcantly. They were able to afford
a home and earn a higher household income to
support themselves, their four children and their
parents as well.
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG STUDENT CARE CENTRE / REPORT ]

A YEAR OF ENHANCEMENT
For Better Service & Experience
Expansion & Improvement of Premises

A

s Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre
entered its 16th years in providing afterschool care
to the primary school age children in the community,
we are thankful that we wnally completed the renovation
and extension work of the Centre. With the building
work completed, we added a new classroom which
can comfortably sit at least 20 children at one go. We
also added four new toilets eµuipped with showering
facilities. Besides, we replaced all the desks and chairs of
the centre, all the ceiling lights and added new storage
cabinets. With the improved environment, the children
now enjoyed more spaces whether in studies or in play.
They took shorter time to µueue to use the toilet and
bathroom facilities. With additional classroom, the staff
could also hold different activities simultaneously.
We are thankful for the support given by Professor Brian
Lee, the former Grassroots Advisor for Aljunied GRC
(Paya Lebar Division), who has been instrumental to
help us to obtain approval from HDB for the extension
work. The cost of renovation was supported by the
generous donation obtained through the Care & Share
Scheme.

Developing Core Literacy Program
We introduced the English creative writing program two
years ago. We were happy to see good progress made
by the students. Many students gave the feedback that
they have benewted greatly from the creative writing
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program. They could manage their schoolwork better
and their scores have improved.
In early 2017, we embarked on introducing a Chinese
literacy program as we saw an increasing number
of students need additional support in learning and
mastering the Chinese language. We worked closely
with a trained Chinese Language specialist who has
developed a year-long curriculum which consists of 90
intensive lessons. We hope that through consistent and
scaled teaching, our students would learn the use of
key Chinese vocabularies so that they could speak and
write in Chinese more conwdently.

Forging Meaningful Partnership
It takes a village to raise a child. Our staff team has
been working actively with different community partners
so as to create more life enriching experiences for our
students.
The National Heritage Board (NHB) has invited our
students to visit the Singapore Philatelic Museum
and the Singapore National Museum on 21 June &
21 December respectively. The visits have provided
them with very comprehensive information of past
postal history and its stamps, as well as the history of
Singapore. It was very encouraging to see our children
showing interests in learning about the past. We see
the importance of developing, in their young age,
a sense of awareness and appreciation towards our
diverse culture and heritage.

[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG STUDENT CARE CENTRE / REPORT ]

Besides appreciating our national heritage, we taught
our children the value of respect and inclusiveness by
bringing them to interact with the elderly members
from Life Point, another centre under Sheng Hong.
We organized many inter-generational activities such
as kites yying cum game sessions at Marina Barrage
on 30 November, celebrating Moon Cake Festival on 7
September and Christmas Party with the seniors on 21
December. We were indeed thankful for the partnership
and support given by the student volunteers from AngloChinese Junior College. They have made all these
activities possible, meaningful and successful. Both the
elderly and the children have had great time mingling
and interacting with one another. Our children reyected
their thoughts and expressed warm sentiments through
their journal writings. Many of them looked forward
meeting the elderly again. They were very appreciative
towards the volunteers and the organizers too.
Last November, we also mobilized our children to
participate in the special project organized by North
East Community Development Council, to raise fund
for the low income through our artwork contribution.
Our children, working in a team, produced 10 pieces
of artwork with the theme of ‘Community Spirit’. The
children were proud of their work and were happy that
they could give back to the community. We believed
that the artwork production process has not only built
closer bond among the children, it has also boosted

their conwdence to express themselves freely through
their art pieces.
Besides having opportunity to interact with the seniors,
our children also have had many meaningful interactions
with youths who were students from universities and junior
colleges. To name a few, our children have joined a twodays Sports Camp organized by students from National
University of Singapore; a team building workshop
organized by Singapore Management University; a twodays Lego-building and dancing sessions with Anderson
Junior College; Chinese calligraphy lessons organized
by Hwa Chong Junior College; bonding game sessions
organized by Serangoon Junior College, etc. Through
the many activities, the children were not only enjoying
the fun and laughter, but also learnt important social
and relational skills. On the other hand, the student
volunteers also learnt to plan and execute activities
through team work, with the guidance and feedback
given by our staff team.
With the improvement in Centre’s space and facilities,
we plan to serve more children in the coming year.
We would continue to develop useful core programs
to support the learning of our children in a holistic
manner. We would continue to work closely with
parents, volunteers and community stakeholders to
create a good ecosystem to support our children’s
growth and development.

`  It takes a village to raise a child. Our staff team has been
working actively with different community partners so as to create
more life enriching experiences for our students. a
~ Ms Ng Lai Yoong
Supervisor, Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre
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[ HOUGANG SHENG HONG STUDENT CARE CENTRE / SUCCESS STORY

H

ougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre is
committed to support and to work closely with
parents, to provide the best possible care environment
and learning opportunities so that our children will grow
and develop well, and be happy, conwdent and resilient.

to do his work. He was learning to make friends with
others too. Both the parents and the staff were pleased
to witness his improvement. It was especially a relief for
the mother as she could now concentrate in her work,
instead of worrying over her son.

We collected feedback from both parents and children
from time to time. We received very favorable feedback
from our annual survey last year. All parents were happy
with the Centre facilities and found them adeµuate
to support the children’s learning and development.
They also gave a thumbs-up to the activities organized
by the Centre and found them helpful to their child’s
development. All parents appreciated the staff and
felt that the staff team has done an excellent job. They
were happy to see that their children were happy and
well-mannered. As for the children, an overwhelming
majority liked the food, the activities, the staff and the
friends in the Centre.

Ruth’s mother is a single parent who needs to devote
much time to work to support the family. She has
reµuested for an urgent admission for Ruth when her
domestic helper has to leave for home abruptly and she
could not wnd an immediate replacement. Ruth is an
only child who has never attended any childcare centre
or student care centre before. When she wrst admitted,
she was shy and felt uncomfortable in group setting.
With the warmth and affection shown by the care staff,
Ruth gradually settled in well. When the mother wnally
managed to replace her domestic helper a month later,
Ruth has insisted to continue attending the Student Care
Centre for she has made new friends and she liked the
activities in the Centre. She also liked the food in the
Centre very much!

We would like to use three examples to illustrate the
positive impact created by our Student Care Centre. The
names of the three children in story below were not real
and have been changed.
Andy was diagnosed with Attention Dewcit & Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) since his pre-school years. Soon after
enrolling into our Student Care Centre in early 2017, he
was found having great difwculty to follow basic rules and
regulations of the Centre. He was causing nuisance and
disruption. The staff has had a hard time managing his
behavior.
Instead of giving him up, the staff held many rounds of
discussion with his parents in order to better understand
the child. The team tested out different approaches
to work with him. After two months of persistent and
consistent work, Andy’s situation has improved. He was
able to follow instruction and sit down a longer time
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Mark joined the Centre after hearing his classmate
shared about the many different fun-wlled activities in the
Centre. He asked his mother to enroll him during the
school holidays so that he could participate in all these
activities. However, Mark stayed beyond the school
holidays. Mark was academically weak and he struggled
to cope with his schoolwork. His parents could not afford
the time and resources to give him the necessary help.
Soon he discovered that he could gain much guidance
from the Centre staff and volunteers. He also made new
friends in the Centre. His parents were happy to see his
progress and improvement after joining the Centre.
With a strong belief in the worth and uniµueness of
individual child, our dedicated staff would continue to
support every child to learn and develop to the best of
his/her abilities.

Total number of students
served in FY16-17

80

Number of new students
served in FY16-17

25

Average number of students
served in a month

57

Students who received SCFA
subsidy

40%

[ MACPHERSON SHENG HONG CHILDCARE CENTRE / REPORT ]

SHARPENING VISION IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Fulﬁlling Mission with a New Zest

M

acPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre went
through a year of review and reyection as we are
preparing ourselves for SPARK accreditation. With
the facilitation of external consultants to discuss and
brainstorm ideas, the staff team reviewed the centre’s
philosophy, vision and mission.
We are happy to afwrm our vision to be a Centre that will
enable every child with a good head start in a nurturing
environment. We strive to live up to our mission of
providing a µuality early childhood education that will
support the holistic development of every child, with a
special emphasis on inculcating good moral values in
every child. Respect, integrity, sharing and empathy are
the core values that we strive to promote in the Centre.

Developing a Holistic Curriculum
In achieving our aim of providing a good head start
for every child, we ensure a holistic and progressive
curriculum that will help our children making good sense
of the real world and preparing them for the future. The
centre adopts the thematic approach where four broad
themes are implemented across the entire year, with
different emphasis for each level ranging from Toddler to
Kindergarten 2. The four themes are selected based on
their relevance to children’s lives, so that they can connect
more meaningfully to the environment and people
around them. The activities are specially designed to
integrate across the six learning areas, namely ‘Aesthetics
& Creative Expression’, ‘Discovery of the World’,
‘Numeracy’, ‘Language & Literacy’, ‘Social and Emotional
Development’ and ‘Motor Skills Development’.
As an educator, it is our responsibility not only to prepare
the children academically for Primary School education,

but to help them to be successful in life. Since a person’s
belief usually corresponds with the behaviour, it is
important to expose children to good moral values and
teach them to apply in their daily experiences. A simple
‘thank you’ and ‘sorry’ are indications of a child’s ability
and readiness to build relationship and relate with others.
Children need to understand that their every word and
action has an impact on others. In order to achieve that,
we have weekly sessions of Character-Building and the
teaching of ‘Three Characters Chinese Classic’ for all
levels. We also adopted the ‘Zippy’s Friends’ programme
for our Kindergarten 2 children.

Building a Strong and Cohesive Staff Team
In order for children to have an enriching learning
experience, the teachers play a vital role in designing
the learning environment, as well as planning and
implementing the curriculum. The centre sets aside a
generous budget for staff training to build the professional
capacity of the teachers. Currently, we have two teachers
being sponsored to attend a Degree program in Early
Childhood Education. Another teacher was nominated
to participate in the ECDA Professional Development
Program, a 3-year program which provides training
opportunity and annual cash award.
Apart from sending the teachers for workshops and
courses, it is also important for teachers to forge strong
working relationship with one another so that we can
move forward as a team. Every week, our teachers will
get together to share teaching ideas and good practices.
This is especially helpful for new and inexperienced
teachers. Our teachers taking the same level would
gather for meeting once every fortnight to discuss on ways
to improve their curriculum and strategies for managing
certain behaviours of children. With such arrangements,
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[ MACPHERSON SHENG HONG CHILDCARE CENTRE / REPORT

we hope to build a culture of peer learning and sharing
in our centre.
To show our appreciation for the hard work and efforts put
in by the staff, we celebrate the birthday of each staff just
like the way a family does. We hope to create a happy
and healthy working environment whereby the staff will
develop a sense of belonging and treat the Centre like a
second home.
We believe in facilitating continuous learning and
education for our teachers so that their knowledge
and skills would be kept abreast with the ongoing
development of early childhood education.

Partnership with Parents
Parents are a child’s wrst teacher, which explains the
important role they play. In an effort to involve parents
more actively, the centre has reviewed on ways to build
stronger home-school partnership. Last year, we invited
parents to join us in the National Day celebration with
the theme ‘Building our Singapore of Tomorrow’’. Our
teachers got together and planned Kampong games to
engage both parents and children. The Kampong games
brought back many childhood memories from yesteryear,
and parents were keen to play the games with their child.
Some of those games include ‘Five Stones’, ‘Chapteh’,
‘Hopscotch’, ‘Kuti Kuti’ and ‘Gasing’.
The centre also introduced the special ‘Bond with
Your Child Day’ in each school term and the dates are
reyected in the Calendar of Events. By doing so, we
hope to encourage parents to plan their leave in advance
to spend time with their child in class, as well as having
a better idea of what their child learns and does in class.
For our Chinese New Year celebration this year, we
invited parents to join us for a steamboat lunch with the
children after watching the performance put up by each
class. We had about a hundred parents who turned up
for the event.
The centre is planning for more opportunities to involve
the parents, and we are working with the teachers to
encourage parent volunteers to conduct some activities
in class, such as cookery, dance, storytelling, among
others.

Connecting with Community
Field trips provide valuable experiences for children to

]

explore and apply what they have learned in an authentic
setting. Apart from being recognized as important
moments in learning, children also benewt in interacting
and learning from one another. Each term, our teachers
plan a day to bring children on a weld trip, which is
designed to achieve certain learning objectives that are
related to the theme. Some of the weld trip locations
include Science Centre, Health Promotion Board,
Singapore Zoo, Hay Dairies Goat Farm, Qian Hu Fish
Farm, East Coast Road Safety Park, to name a few.
In order to allow the Kindergarten 2 children to have a
smoother transition to Primary school, the centre works
with Bendemeer Primary School to engage children in
activities within the school premise. The most enjoyable
part was the canteen experience where children are
guided in purchasing food of their choice with a budget
of $2.
Another community partner we work closely with is the
Health Promotion Board. Every year, we welcome teams
of HPB staff in our centre to conduct health-related
activities for the children in order to raise their awareness
in areas of healthy eating, hygiene, eye care and dental
health. On top of that, the HPB ofwcer has been offering
advices on providing healthy meals for children in the
centre and we are glad to have passed the ‘Healthy
Meals in Childcare Centres Programme’ assessment on
17 March 2017.
On 19 February 2017, we participated in the community
event ‘Balik Kampong with Sheng Hong’ at Kovan Hub.
The event was organised by Hougang Sheng Hong Family
Service Centre with the aim of spreading the message
of building strong family, coincided with the celebration
of the Lunar New Year. Our Kindergarten 1 children
showcased their art works based on the theme of ‘Happy
Family’ and our Kindergarten 2 children put up a dragon
dance and a dance performance to engage the residents.
They also involved in the many fun activities during the
event. It was dewnitely a fun experience for our young
ones! In the near future, we hope to continue to involve
our children in community service, with the support of
parents and teachers.
Total number of New Enrolment in FY16/17

47

Total number of children served

198

Average number of children per month

160

Percentage of children receiving additional
subsidy

37%

` As an educator, it is our responsibility not only to prepare the children academically
for Primary School education, but to help them to be successful in life. a
~ Ms Wendy Tan, Principal
MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre
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[ MACPHERSON SHENG HONG CHILDCARE CENTRE / ACCOLADES & SUCCESS STORIES ]
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eve ryb ody goo d hea
happy Chinese New Year!
Parents of Randall Ng, Fraser

Th an k yo u, tea ch ers
, for nu rtu rin g
Me ga n to be a mo re
co nfi de nt an d
ch ee rfu l ch ild ov er
th e pa st ye ar!
Me rso n ha s als o gro
wn to be mo re
res po ns ibl e ov er the
pa st on e ye ar.
Thank you for the gre
at job done!
Parents of Megan &
Merson Hua

I would like to take this opportu
nity to thank the two teachers
of
Marcel’s Nursery class, Ms Grace
and Teacher Ai Hua. Both of them
are very kind and patient, which
I think is the most important part
for
parents who send their children
to school. Both of them did a
grea
t
job in teaching and educating the
children. They always take children
’s
needs as their main concern in
terms of teaching and caring.
I love
how my child’s classroom looks
like. It’s very lively and interesting.
It
enables the kids learn with enth
usiasm. I can see that my child
enjoys
going to school and happily shar
es what he has done every day.
I love
the monthly newsletter too! It help
s me to know more about Marcel’s
daily activity and it is very interest
ing.

ing differences
Thank you for mak
lif e! Sh e ha s
in Sy az w an i’s
pecially in her
improved a lot, es
unication skills.
social and comm
idatul Nurr
Parents of Saiy
binte
Syazwani Nasha
Mohamed Yusri

Parents of Marcel Chen Boxi

17 June 2016

A LETTER OF APPRECIATION FOR MS. CAPIRA MARY ROSE
RIVERA (TEACHER, K2A CLASS)
such fond
I am writing to express my appreciation to Ms. Rose for creating
has all it takes
and positive learning experience for my child, Pierson. Ms Rose
Pierson has
love;
and
ty,
creativi
e,
patienc
her
all
to be the perfect teacher - with
in nursery
off
started
has
Pierson
that
l
thankfu
achieved a lot in her class. I am very
ce in
differen
great
a
made
has
Rose
by having Ms. Rose as his teacher. Ms.
Pierson early education.

in open conversations with me
As Pierson’s class teacher, Ms. Rose is unhesitant to call and engage
diligently printed extra sets of
she
time
one
to discuss about his well-being and development. I recalled
his writing. She will also keep
on
e
improv
letter-tracing materials for Pierson to do at home so he could
ship between parents and the
partner
great
me closely on track about Pierson’s improvements - this forms a
is always substantial and well-focused, she’s
school. During the past Parents-Teacher Conferences, Ms. Rose
d information about my child. All these
always willingly thoughtful and provided us with meticulously prepare
takes immerse passion, patience and hard work.

needs to be highly recognized, it
Hard-working and dedicated professional educators like Ms. Rose
ing the best kind of educator in early
is clear to me that Ms. Rose will continue to be devoted to becom
uted to MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare
childhood education. I respect and admire what she has contrib
s recognition too.
Centre, and hope to spotlight her consistent efforts for the school’
erson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre
Once again, allow me to sincerely thank your leadership, MacPh
e.
and Ms. Rose for providing the best education and care possibl
Sincerely yours,
Mr and Mrs Png
(Pierson Png’s parents)
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M

acPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre has
conducted a Survey to collect feedback from
parents on 21 October 2016. We are thankful for the
many appreciative and encouraging words from parents:

Toddler & Playgroup
-

Sheng Hong has done a good job in taking care
of our kids. Teachers and aunties are dedicated
and look into details of the wellbeing of the
children.

-

Happy with the teachers, curriculum and school.
Keep up the very good work!

Nursery

36

-

Thank you teachers for your loving care for the
children

-

Certainly not easy to be an early childhood
education. Thank you teachers & principal for
trying your best educating my child.

-

Over the years, the centre has seen great
improvement. Well done!

-

Good job! Continue to strive even better!

-

Ample open spaces for children to run.
Teachers are very dedicated and very little
turnover in teachers which is the best I’ve seen
in preschools.

-

Thanks for the good work Teachers

-

I am glad that I chose MacPherson Sheng
Hong Childcare as they have µualiwed and best
teachers in guiding the children. Keep it up.

-

Great School! Great Childcare!

Society of Sheng Hong Welfare Services

K1
-

In all 3 years my child is in MacPherson Sheng
Hong Childcare Centre, all her 6 teachers have
been caring, professional and gives us regular
feedback. My child enjoys their lessons too.

-

Well Done! The school has done a very good
job in keep our kids well entertained and
interested in their school. They look forward to
going to school every day.

-

Greatly appreciate the hard work of teachers to
generate the monthly newsletters. The effect of
the learning environment is so appealing and
attractive for the children. Great job teachers!

K2
-

Excellent preschool environment.
children greatly benewtted.

Both my

-

The teachers’ attrition rate is low, allowing
for greater teacher-child-parent bonding and
relationship building. The teachers, admin staff,
aunties and uncles and principal are genuinely
caring and nurturing towards the children. The
learning environment created is great. I am
totally satiswed with the school and will highly
recommend to my friends and relative. Keep
up the excellent work!

-

Most of the teachers are caring towards the
children. I believe that I have chosen the right
child care centres for my kids. Well done to all
the teachers and staff of MacPherson Sheng
Hong Childcare Centre.

-

Thank you teachers for always being so caring
and encouraging! I’m always very impressed
with the teachers who creatively use recycled
materials for craft work.

[ LIFE POINT / REPORT ]

ADVOCATING FOR EARLY PLANNING
Reaching for More Seniors

A

s Life Point entered into its 4th year of service, we
continued with our mission of supporting seniors to
‘live well’ and ‘leave well’. Besides facilitating seniors to
plan and register their wishes through the various legal
documents and Advanced Care Planning, Life Point
organised various activities to enhance the psychosocial
well-beings, self-esteem and meaningfulness of life
among the seniors.

Public Education for Awareness,
Acceptance & Action
In FY16, Life Point continued in its efforts in educating
seniors to understand the various legal instruments
related to end-of-life matters. We have successfully
held 70 educational talks on End-of-Life matters
attended by a total of 1544 participants. Among all
these public educational talks, the most popular topic
has been around the making of Lasting Power of Attorney
(LPA). We have held 20 LPA talks and reached out to 706
participants.
At Life Point, we do not only share information, we also
assist seniors to execute their plans as many seniors need
support on that. Therefore, after attending a talk, we
will make arrangement for them to take actions, such as
applying for LPA, making an Advanced Medical Directive
or making a Will. In FY16, we have helped 700 seniors
to move from awareness to action. Besides the legal
instruments, we started to introduce pre-plan funeral
services in June 2016 and we have assisted 16 seniors in
getting their pre-planning done.

Workshops to Reminiscent, Review Life and
Plan for Good Leaving
‘Life Review’ Workshop enables seniors to have greater
acceptance on their past and be more positive towards
life whereas ‘Towards a Good Death’ Workshop (formerly
known as Life Wisdom) educates senior to be more
accepting towards death and dying, and they become
more conwdent to talk to their family/friends on death
related matters. We conducted the two workshops both
within Life Point as well as in collaboration with external
agencies.
Since September 2016, Life Point has taken up the Bitesize consultancy project, with funding provided by NCSS,
to review ways to increase take-up rate of ‘Life Wisdom’
workshop. With the eight months consultation, we have
sharpened the focus of the workshop and renamed it as
‘Towards a Good Death’ workshop. We also worked out
explicit processes and new marketing tools in promoting
the workshop to external agencies. The team has gained
greater knowledge and conwdence in promoting the
workshop to external agencies.
The team has successfully recruited the wrst batch of 10
participants from Sree Narayana Mission Home (SNMH)
to participate in the ‘Towards a Good Death’ workshop
in December 2016. Seven from HCA Hospice Care has
completed the Life Review workshop and 30 attended
Advance Care Plan talk. We have also outreached to
Cheshire Home, Trans Family Service Centre (Bedok),
O’Joy Care Services, Macpherson Sheng Hong Childcare
Centre, Trans Focus Centre, REACH Senior Centre
to conduct various End-of-Life educational talks and
workshops. On 24 – 26 March 2017, we participated in
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` Besides facilitating seniors to plan and register their wishes
through the various legal documents and Advanced Care Planning, Life Point
organised various activities to enhance the psychosocial well-beings, self-esteem
and meaningfulness of life among the seniors. a
~ Liau Yi Fang
Manager, Life Point

the ‘50plus conference and exhibition’ as organised by
C3A, promoting our services. About 800 members from
the public have visited our booth. Our team of staff and
senior volunteers have done a great job in championing
our cause and sharing our service information.
Besides the two core workshops, we have introduced a
new workshop, with the facilitation of two interns from
Singapore Polytechnic, Psychology and Applied Drama
faculty. With the use of music and movement, seniors
narrated and shared their memorable moments in the
past. Initially they were very shy and inhibited. As the
workshop progressed, they really came alive and felt
young again. It has been a great moment of bonding,
sharing and creating warm moments together.

Living well and Embracing Life
Life Point membership has grown from 361 to 455 this
year. To promote healthy lifestyle and good well-beings
among seniors, we organised many new and enriching
activities this year, such as STEP exercise programme,
Golden Age Workshop, Mindfulness workshop, Ukulele
class, and many other educational talks on health and
wnancial management.
We also organised many intergeneration activities
whereby seniors would interact with children or youths,
and learning together. For instance, in the outing to
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Marina Barrage and the mid-autumn festival, seniors had
a chance to interact with primary school age children
from Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care and youth
from Anglo-Chinese Junior College. Through the popular
‘smartphone workshops’ which was organised by NUS Biz
club students, the youths became teachers. The seniors
were very keen to learn from these young people on the
use of different functions of smart phones.
To continue to live a meaningful and purposeful life in
old age is benewcial to sound mental health. Therefore,
we encourage our members, wherever possible, to play
an active role in sharing their knowledge, skills and
experience. Members were also encouraged to organise
members gathering and lead in interest groups, such
as Sudoku, oldies and Reading Club. Some seniors
contributed by volunteering their time to champion
for our services. For instance, playing the role as ACP
advocates to assist in ACP discussion, helping seniors to
prepare LPA application forms, helping to promote Life
Point services at the 50 Plus exhibition. Some contributed
as Care Ambassadors by making regular phone calls to
engage inactive and homebound members.
We are looking forward to spread the message of
‘Forward Planning for the Peace of Mind’ among the
seniors in the coming two to three years. We also hope
to partner with more community partners so that we can
bring our services to benewt more seniors.

[ LIFE POINT / FY16-17 BENEFICIARIES ]

Thematic Public Education Talks
Topic
Entering 4th Age
Lasting Power of Attorney
Advance Care Plan & Advance Medical Directive
Will Making
Human Organ Transplant Act & Body Donation
Advanced Planning for a Funeral
Total

No. of runs
7
20
19
14
5
5
70

No. of participants
137
706
305
270
43
83
1544

No. of sessions
13
16
204
9
6
248

No. of participants
389
69
102
124
16
700

Implementation Services
Implementation Services
Lasting Power of Attorney
Will making
Advance Care Plan
Advance Medical Directive
Pre-plan funeral
Total

Groups and Workshops
No. of
run

No. of participants
completed
workshop

Life Review

8

51

Life Wisdom / Towards a
Good Death Workshop

6

48

“Reminiscence” –
Applied Drama Workshop

1

11

Total

15

110

Workshop

Outcome Impact
49 seniors benewted from life reyections
49 seniors developed more positive mindset towards life
46 seniors gained greater acceptance
towards death related matters
47 seniors gained skills in communicating
death related matters to friends/family
Participants reported an increase in
personal growth, positive interaction and a
reduction in past sentiments.

Other activities
Date
April-June 2016
20 May 2016
16 June 2016
5 July 2016
6 August 2016
2 August 2016
7 September 2016
October-November 2016
November – December 2016
20 December 2016
8 March 2017

Event
STEP exercise
Smartphone Workshop (1st run)
IG program - Marina Barrage Outing
Smartphone Workshop (2nd run)
Symphony Concert appreciation
Movie screening – “The Journey”
IG program - Mid-Autumn Festival celebration
Ukulele class
Mindfulness Workshop
IG program - Christmas Party
Movie screening – “The Road Home”
Total attendance

No. of participants
12
24
14
17
55
42
34
14
26
36
28
302

Volunteer Participation
Number of senior volunteers
Total Number of volunteering sessions in FY16-17

35
93
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Male, 63 years old
Participant of various
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implementation servi

`Good service to seniors.
Timing is good.a
Male, 60 years old
Participant of
educational talk on ‘Lasting
Power of Attorney’

`I learnt about forgiveness through Life Review Workshop. Through
the sharing of life experience from each and every group member, I
realised whatever I have now, I must treasure.” As shared by Madam
Chan who is 80 years old and wheelchair bounded.
Madam Chan also shared that she has decided to pledge her body for
research and education purpose upon her demise. She said, “I have
been taken care by the hospital for many years. This is the way I want
to repay their kindness to me.a
Madam Chan, 80 years old
Participant of Life Review Workshop

feeling
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Madam Ivy Tan,
74 years old
ding
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Madam Tan, 63 years old
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`I ho pe th at Lif e
Po int ca n
organise more t
alks and
workshops on End of Lif
e matters.
Through different platfo
rm, more
people can benewt fro
m it. They
ca n ga in be tte r un de
rst an din g
and be well eµuippe
d with the
ne ce ssa ry inf or ma tio
n to co pe
with the ageing proce
ss.a
Feedback by Ms Jane
t Tan
Volunteer Leader wi
th SNMH,
after attending ‘Towa
rds a
Good Death’ Works
hop

Mr Henry Ong Kok
Seong, married, 63
years old
Active Member of Lif
e Point

`M y wife pas sed on in 201 3
due to an
unexpected illness. It was a very
trying period
for me as her death happened too
fast and too
sudden. Subseµuently, I came to
know about
Life Point and joined as a mem
ber. Through
the activities, I made new friends
and I am able
to engage with them in meaning
ful exchanges
of experiences, ideas and convers
ation. It has
helped me tremendously in coping
with the loss
of my wife.a
Mr Ng Ah Chye, widower,
79 years old
$GPGƂEKCT[QH .KHG2QKPV

THE PEOPLE WHO SERVE

Hougang Sheng Hong Family Service Centre
Back row from left to right: Steven Tham, Ching Ah Wah, Kenneth Lim, Nagoor Mohideen, Sara Tan,
Tan Soon Tee, Sivakumar s/o Kala Muthu
Middle row from left to right: Tan Teck Hui, Lim Swee Kee, Fathima Shafeeka, Wong Mei Hua, Yong Shu
Kuan, Chow Yin Ying, Ngai Yin Ming, Andy Ang
Front row from left to right: Esther Malar, Low Yiing Jia, Choong Chee Seng, Chong See Mun, Pang Yan
Chyun, Ng Shiuh Shuen, Dennis Ng Hock Beng

MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre
Back row from left to right: Lim Phay Hiong, Charlene Mistas, Li Hong Shan, Tan Bee Nan, Yong Siew Kwee, Samurdhi, Lim Bin Khoon,
Shou Hui Jiu, Tan Siew Wai
Middle row from left to right: Chua Bee Hua, Peh Jock Ooh, Didi Tjua, Ng Yen Hwa, Lee Ang Keok, Zhu Meizhen, Zhong Lei Ling, Zhang Aihua,
Mary Rose, Huang Xue Ping, Nay Chi Win, Wang Jiren, Chen Lijuan, Yeow Lai Cheng, Zhao Shouzhen, Kavitha
Front row from left to right: Grace Buagas, Ann Jee Too, Zaliha bte Ibrahim, Zhang Pei, Wendy Tan, Aw Wai Leng, Stella Gabutan, Jaslyn
Angeles

Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre
From left to right: Goh Back Ching, Lim Siew Cheng, Ng Lai
Yoong, Ong Yam Neo, Ong Gek Choo, Chee Hwee Sian Denise

Life Point
From left to right: Kok Soon Heng, Peter Mao, Liau Yi Fang, Lok Huey
Chuen, Lim Jit Haur, Choo Kin Cheong
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LIST OF EMPLOYEES

(FROM 1 APR 2016 TO 31 MAR 2017)

Executive Director

Woo Lai Kwan Sara

SCC Supervisor

Ng Lai Yoong

Operation Manager

Ngai Yin Ming

Caregiver

Chashma Tauwµ

Human Resource Manager

Choong Chee Seng

Caregiver

Ong Gek Choo

Admin Assistant

Tan Soon Tee

Caregiver

Nisha d/o Yoga Rajah

Admin Assistant

Ching Ah Wah

Asst Director

Tham Chee Kin

From 16 May 2016

Lead Social Worker

Chong See Mun

From 7 Nov 2016

Senior Social Worker

Goh Sze Mei

Till 31 Oct 2016

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Ng Shiuh Shuen

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Pang Yan Chyun

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Yong Shu Kuan

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Sivakumar s/o Kala
Muthu

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Lim Yong Huat Kenneth

From 21 Nov 2016

Social Worker

Nagoor Mohideen
Fatimah d/o Abdul Gani

Social Worker

Andy Ang Hock Beng

Social Worker

Chan Kit Man

Till 31 Aug 2016

Social Worker

Tan Teck Hui

Social Worker

Esther Malar d/o
P Sammuvel

Till 18 Oct 2016

Caregiver

Lim Siew Cheng

Relief Caregiver

Ng Jia Yi

Till 25 Jul 2016

Caregiver
Cook (SCC)

Ong Yam Neo

Cleaner (Part-time)

Goh Back Ching

Manager

Liau Yi Fang

Assistant Senior
Social Worker

Choo Kin Cheong

Social Worker

Peter Mao

From 4 Nov 2016

Counselor

Lok Huey Chuen

Program Coordinator

Kok Soon Heng

Admin Assistant

Lim Jit Haur

Principal

Tan Li Keng Wendy

Vice Principal

Aw Wai Leng

Accounts Executive

Tan Siew Wai

Admin Assistant

Ann Jee Too

Head Teacher

Zhang Pei

Senior Teacher

Charlene Mariano Mistas

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Senior Teacher

Shou Hui Jiu

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Counselor

Low Yiing Jia

Counselor

Fathima Shafeeka
Mohamed Faris

Counselor

Wong Mei Hua

Counselor

Chow Yin Ying

Social Work Associate

Muhammad Fatihah bin
Mohamad Seh

From 18 Apr 2016

Social Work Associate

Arie Suriani Binte
Muhammad Azmi Kuan

From 3 Jan 2017

Thalangama
Millagahawattage
Samurdhi Gayana Apekshi

Social Work Associate

Ng Hock Beng

Chinese Teacher

Chen Lijuan

Cleaner (FSC)

Lim Swee Kee

Chinese Teacher

Wang Jiren

Chinese Teacher

Zhao Shouzhen

Senior Teacher

Society
So
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ietyy of
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hengg H
Hong
ong We
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elfa
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ree Ser
SServices
e viccess
er

Zhang Aihua

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Assistant Senior Teacher

Alvarez Ma Stella Gabutan

Promoted on 1 Oct 2016

Childcare Teacher
Childcare Teacher

Till 31 Mar 2017
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Chee Hwee Sian Denise

From 3 Jan 2017

Li Hong Shan

LIST OF EMPLOYEES

(FROM 1 APR 2016 TO 31 MAR 2017)

Chinese Teacher

Zhong Lei Ling

Till 17 May 2016

Chinese Teacher

Zhu Meizhen

Childcare Assistant

English Teacher

Chua Bee Hua

English Teacher

Jaslyn Moroscallo Delos
Angeles

English Teacher

Ramachandran Kavitha

English Teacher

Capiral Mary Rose Rivera

English Teacher

Nidhi Behl

Till 30 Jul 2016

Lin WeiFang

Till 15 Dec 2016

Bus Attendant

Wong Swee Geck

(Part-time)

Bus Attendant

Yeow Lai Cheng

(Part-time)

Bus Attendant cum
Childcare Assistant

Lim Puay Hiong

Bus Attendant cum Cleaner

Yong Siew Kwee

Cook (CCC)

Yong Siew Kee

Cook (CCC)

Didi Tjua

English Teacher

Grace Caliba Buagas

English Teacher

Nay Chi Win

Assistant Teacher

Lim Bin Khoon

Assistant Teacher

Huang Xue Ping

Cleaner (CCC)

Peh Jock Ooh

Childcare Assistant

Ng Poh Choo

Cleaner (CCC)

Tan Bee Nan

From 29 Jun 2016

(Part-time)

Childcare Assistant

Zaliha bte Ibrahim

Childcare Assistant

Ng Yen Hwa

Childcare Assistant

Lee Ang Keok

Childcare Assistant

Ng Siew Keng
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LIST OF INTERNS

(FROM 1 APRIL 2016 TO 31 MARCH 2017)

Internship Location: Hougang Sheng Hong Family Service Centre
S/N

Name

Course / Learning Institution

Practicum Dates

1

Pek Siao Tian

Nanyang Technology University

9 May – 16 Jul 2016

2

Wong Wing In

City University of Hong Kong

20 Jun – 22 Jul 2016

3

Lam Yik Tung, Yvonne

City University of Hong Kong

20 Jun – 22 Jul 2016

4

Goh Chin Cheng

Monash University

Aug 2016 – March 2017

5

Carina Wong May Yee

Nanyang Polytechnic

6 Feb – 31 Mar 2017

6

Lena Chin

Nanyang Polytechnic

6 Feb – 31 Mar 2017

7

Lucas Chia Man Hon

Temasek Polytechnic

Sept to Dec 2016

8

Ong Yue Er

Temasek Polytechnic

Sept to Dec 2016

9

Tan Teck Jie Bryan

Singapore Polytechnic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

10

Chan Yan Yin Daphne Cecilia

Singapore Polytechnic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

Internship Location: Hougang Sheng Hong Student Care Centre
S/N

Name

Course / Learning Institution

Practicum Dates

1

Low Jia Ying Sylvia

Singapore Polytechnic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

2

Nursyariah bte Shahlihin

Singapore Polytechnic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

Internship Location: Life Point
S/N

Name

Course / Learning Institution

Practicum Dates

1

Tsang Hoi Lam (Christie)

City University of Hong Kong

20 Jun – 22 Jul 2016

2

Kayden Yue Koon Hey

City University of Hong Kong

20 Jun – 22 Jul 2016

3

Chrystal Yeo Jing Jing

Singapore Polytechic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

4

Jerrell Kwang Wei Yang

Singapore Polytechic

17 Oct 2016 – 18 Feb 2017

5

Lu Jiajia

Nanyang Polytechnic

2 Feb to 2 Apr 2017

6

Low Zi Ying

Nanyang Polytechnic

2 Feb to 2 April 2017

Internship Location: MacPherson Sheng Hong Childcare Centre
S/N
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Name

Course / Learning Institution

Practicum Dates

1

Zhu Ying

Fundamentals Certiwcate (ECE)

31 May – 22 Jun 2016

2

Zhou Xiufeng

Diploma in ECE (Chinese)

08 Jun – 29 Jun 2016
09 Dec – 18 Jan 2017

3

Li Wen

Diploma in ECE (Chinese)

08 Jun – 29 Jun 2016
09 Dec – 18 Jan 2017

4

Lim Jia Hui

Diploma in ECE (English)

16 Aug – 07 Oct 2016

5

Rabiatul Hazirah Bte Abdul R

Diploma in ECE (English)

16 Aug – 07 Oct 2016

6

Wong Kai Sin Casey

Diploma in ECE (English)

16 Aug – 07 Oct 2016
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT / VOLUNTEERS & PARTNERS

W

e wish to express our heartfelt appreciation to our dedicated volunteers and supporters. Their
supports have been instrumental to the success of many special projects and programs.
Volunteers are love in motion! ~Author Unknown

Individual Volunteers
Andson Cai
Ang Bon Kee
Arvind Nair
Avinav Gupta
Boo Peifang
Chew Chai Khim
Cher Kwang Meng
Choo Li Lian
Chua Ah Lian
Crystal Tilni Nanayakara
Duan Hong Xuan
Eng Wan Hoon Lynn
Er Sok Huang
Eva Dunµue
Foo Yan Rong
Goh Ah Lek
Goh Siew Kim
Hoong Siew Leng
Huang Zhilian
Jee Guay Beng Rebecca
Jermaine Booi Yongxuan
Josephine Wong Jin Ping
John Rocha
Jonathan Khoo
Koh Joo Haw
Koh Thye Hong
Kok Yixuan Tiffany
Kong Lai Tong
Koo Wen Hui
Koo Wun Kuon
Lai Yee Wah Eva
Lauren Khoo
Law Shih Houng
Lee Poo Yong Jenny
Lee Wai Ling
Lee Weng Kay
Li Nan Lan
Liang Shujing
Lim Suat Chiu
Lim Teck Koon Richard
Lim Xinyi
Lin Ming Dih

Lionel Wong
Megala D/o Murugiah
Mun Yoke Yin Christina
Natalie Leong
Ng Ah Chye
Ng Bock Hock
Ng Sue Hui, Aricco
Phoebe Chua
Poh Jin Hui
Rachel Tan Xue Wei
Sean Low Yu Song
See Jing Jing
Sha Yun Qing
Sharon Woo
Sherman Oh
Siddharth Kapoor
Siok Peek Sian Olive
Soh Jia YiLing Peiting, Sabrina
Soo Tah Keng, Jerry
Sun Lat Kwok
Tan Bee Beng
Tan Chor Chia
Tapsee Mahajan
Teddy Ahmad
Teo Ai Choo
Thaarsheni d/o Thanaskodi
Tian Zuyu
Tong Dui Tsan Venessa
Vasantha Ruby D/O Rouben
Wang It Peng
Wong Boon Peow Francis
Wong Chin Yue April
Wong Yoke Lin
Wong Way Sim
Yak Yuen San
Yeo Thiang Swee
Yeo Yong Quan
Zhang Shaojie
Zhao Xiao Chan
Zhou Yueping
Xiao Lingyi

Volunteers from Schools,
Institutions & Corporates
Anderson Junior College
Anglo Chinese Junior College
Civil Service Club
Hwa Chong Junior College
(Calligraphy Club)
Institute of Technical Education
James Cook University (Golden
Key Club)
National Junior college
National University of Singapore
(Business School)
NIE OER Ofwce Administration
Team
Rafyes Institution
Serangoon Junior College
(Runners Club)
SIA CSC Volunteers
Singapore Chinese Girl’s School
Singapore Management University
St Gabriel’s Parent Support Group
United Parcel Services
UOB Audit group

Supportive Partners
Dr Jonathan Yeo, Family Medicine
Clinic@Chinatown)
Dr Oh Cher Ming, Family
Medicine Clinic@Chinatown)
Mr Patrick Tan, Fortis Wills
Ms Pauline Tan Kwee Sain, P.Tan
& Company
Mr Tan Shen Kiat, Fortis Wills
Ms Yeo Poh Tiang, Beatrice, Yeo
& Associates and Solicitors
National Library Board
North East Community
Development Council
Paya Lebar Kovan Grassroots
Organisations
Social Service Ofwce @ Hougang

How beautiful a day can be, when kindness touches it!
~ George Elliston
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT / FUNDERS & DONORS

A

very big ‘thank-you’ to our funders, donors and sponsors. Their generous gifts have provided the
wnancial and moral support needed to continue our mission. Their support has played a key role in our
success. There is no way to fully express our gratitude and appreciation.
Main Funders

Lim Lan

Lorong Koo Chye Sheng Hong
Temple Association

Lim Teck Koon

Ministry of Social and Family
Development

Ling Kin Huat

ComChest

Mak Yee Sun

Tote Board

Murugaiyan Rajkumar

Lim Wei Fang
Loo Kuen Feng

Neo Kiow (Deceased)

Individual Donors
April Wong
Chen Yu Qing
Cheong Zeng Yi
Chooi Poh Chan
Chua Mui Eng
Foo Kan Loon
Goh Siew Kim
Helen Ho
Ho Chwee Mui
Ho Gia Hua
Ho Shen Yuan
Hon Xue Shun
Hoon Jok Keow
Hoong Siew Leng
Joyce
Kan Yuen Hong
Kew Yuk Bin
Kho Thye Hong
Khoo Yong Kiong
Kim Geok Lin
Koh Lai Sheng
Lee Lily
Lee Weng Kay
Lee Yi Ying
Lee Zi Ying
Leow Guan Huai
Liau Yi Fang
Lim Ah Moi
Lim Boon Heng
Lim Chan Poh
Lim Gan Meng
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Ng Ah Chye
Ng Buck Ngoh
Ng Buck Ngoh
Ng Chuin Ting
Ng Gek Hiang
Ng Pek Tin
Ong Kok Seong Henry
Ooi Hock Yuan
Peh Bon Tee
Phey Kian Guan
Phua Lai Ein
See Mei San
Tan Leng Chee
Tan Siew Kiow
Tan Suat Cheng
Tan Thiam Lye
Teh Tau Choo
Teo Ai Choo
Teo Jing
Teo Pin Swan
Teo Wee Teck
Terence Teo
Thia Lai Chun
Tung Lay Ying
Wang Puay Tong
Wee Teck Fun
Wong Chin Yue
Woo Lai Kwan Sara
Yap Lien Cheng
Yeow Lucy
Yik Yuen Wuh
Yong Han Yan

Schools/Charities/
Corporates
Galaxy Insurance Consultants Pte
Ltd
Chye Heng Huat Engineering Pte
Ltd
FOCUS Adventure Pte Ltd
HDB
Hwa Chong’s CIP Project R.I.C.E.
J-Quest Technology (Asia) Pte Ltd
Leong Wan Giam Temple
Association
Lotus Light Charity Society
(Singapore)
San Qing Gong Management Pte
Ltd
Schroders
Singapore Gold Cup 2016
Straits Air-Conditioning Pte Ltd
Tan Chin Tuan Foundation
The Food Bank Singapore Ltd
The Man Fut Tong Nursing Home
Yuying Secondary School

Event Sponsors
Act 3 International
Earth Society
Esplanade – Theatre on the Bay
Gardens by the Bay
Hougang Sports Complex
Little Heroes Dreams
National Heritage Board
Nestle Singapore Pte Co.
Tan Chin Tuan Foundation
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Society Of Sheng Hong Welfare Services
(UEN : T00SS0066C)
(Registered in the Republic of Singapore)

Year ended 31st March 2017

Statement by the board of management committee
We, Ling Kin Huat, Tan Thiam Lye and Goh Geok Choo, being the President, Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer of Society Of Sheng Hong Welfare Services, respectively, do hereby state that in our
opinion, the accompanying statement of financial position, statement of financial activities and
statement of cash flows together with the notes thereon are properly drawn up so as to give a true and
fair view of the state of affairs of the charity as at 31st March 2017 and of the results of its financial
activities and cash flows of the charity for year then ended.

On behalf of the Board of Management

LING
KIN
GK
IN HUAT
President
sident

TAN THIAM LYE
Honorary Secretary

GOH GEOK CHOO
Treasurer
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Independent auditors’ report to the members of
Society Of Sheng Hong Welfare Services
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Society Of Sheng Hong Welfare Services (“the charity”), which comprise the
statement of financial position as at 31st March 2017, and the statement of financial activities and statement of cash flows for
the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements are properly drawn up in accordance with the provisions of the Societies
Act, Chapter 311 (the Societies Act), the Charities Act, Chapter 37 and other relevant regulations (the Charities Act and
Regulations) and Charities Accounting Standards in Singapore (CASs) so as to present fairly, in all material respects, the state
of affairs of the Charity as at 31st March 2017 and the results and cash flows of the Charity for the year ended on that date.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Singapore Standards on Auditing (SSAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report.
We are independent of the Charity in accordance with the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA) Code of
Professional Conduct and Ethics for Public Accountants and Accounting Entities (ACRA Code) together with the ethical
requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Singapore, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the ACRA Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Other Information
The Management Committee is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Statement by the
Management Committee set out on page 2, but does not include the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of assurance
conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the
audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of The Charity’s Management Committee for the Financial Statements
The Management Committee is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance
with the provisions of the Societies Act, the Charities Act and Regulations and CASs, and for such internal control as the
Management Committee determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, Management Committee is responsible for assessing the Charity’s ability to continue as a
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless the Management Committee either intends to liquidate the Charity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative
but to do so.
The Management Committee are responsible for overseeing the Charity’s financial reporting process.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with SSAs will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with SSAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also :

x

x
x
x

x

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design
and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for
one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override
of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Charity’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the Management Committee.
Conclude on the appropriateness of the Management Committee’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Charity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists,
we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the
date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Charity to cease to continue as a going
concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether
the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Management Committee regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
In our opinion, the accounting and other records required to be kept by the Charity have been properly kept in accordance with
the provisions of the Societies Regulations enacted
enacte under the Societies Act, the Charities Act and Regulations.

CHEW WHYE LEE PAC
Public Accountants and
Chartered Accountants
Singapore

Dated : 29th June 2017
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Statement of ¿nancial position
NOTE

2016
S$

ASSETS
Non-Current Asset
Property, plant and equipment

3

217,907

283,173

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

4
5

285,376
3,991,468
4,276,844

78,039
4,687,670
4,765,709

4,494,751

5,048,882

Total Assets

FUNDS AND LIABILITIES
Restricted fund
Unrestricted fund

6
6

2,407,176
1,849,036
4,256,212

2,311,524
2,485,348
4,796,872

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Special funds

7
8

168,282
70,257
238,539

148,833
103,177
252,010

4,494,751

5,048,882

Total Funds And Liabilities

50

2017
S$
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Statement of ¿nancial activities
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Statement of ¿nancial activities
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Statement of cash ÀoZs
NOTE

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
(Deficit) / surplus for the year
Adjustment for :
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment written off

2017
S$

2016
S$

(540,660)

1,616,789

Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables
Special funds
Cash (used in) / generated from operations

136,873
(403,787)
(207,338)
19,450
(32,920)
(624,595)

129,055
200
1,746,044
(42,474)
(15,659)
35,618
1,723,529

Net Cash (Outflow) / Inflow From Operating Activities

(624,595)

1,723,529

Cash Flows From Investing Activity
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

3

(71,607)

(12,278)

(71,607)

(12,278)

Cash Flows From Financing Activity
Bank's guarantee

-

113,589

Net Cash Inflow From Financing Activity

-

113,589

Net Cash Outflow From Investing Activity

Net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash And Cash Equivalents At End Of Year

5

(696,202)
4,687,670
3,991,468

1,824,840
2,862,830
4,687,670
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城隍慈善基金会
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ࠫ

̆ ͊ ͵ ʷ መ ü ̿ ̡ ˞ వ ý ᄊ  Ҭ ᛡ ˊ Ἳ
ü̡ҧýࡃ௧త᧘᜶ᄊవᨑὊਫ਼̿Ἳۢᬣ
ඈࣲᦐઆКతܳᄊᠫູԝԧ̡࡙ҧᠫవἻੈ˞ڂ
̓ᄱη᜶ଢΙ͖᠏ᄊҬἻˀͮᭊ᜶ద੦ࣰ֗˄
ˊᅼគᄊࢺͻ̡րἻఞᭊ᜶̵̓దҬ̵̡ᄊབྷ
ৱ֗ਝਓ̷ѣᄊឳǍ
ԝࣲੈ̓ፌˁրࢺᄊᘡᦱǌሉѾ֗Х̵րࢺำү
ᄊनᩙἻСӴनᩙᄊᄈѬ˨Оӡ̋Ǎᙊཀྵੈ̓
ᄊஆКἻХ˗ԶదОӡ̄ࣅ̸ᒰऊǌ҆ݒ
۳֗Нᄞᄊસ൜Ἳੈ̓ᤇ௧ΚིࠒڎሉѾေ
̃͘ଢΙᄊրࢺᘡᦱૉಖᝡࠀᐌր̓ᄊᘡᦱǍˀ
˨ἻదᠻХ̵̡ؓ᫂ᏐᄊਪਧஃેἻݠὉ
ᮂᖝᔅۢᬣईᐏែ͘Ἳᝨੈ̓ᑟܵፙ፞ଢΙ
ҬἻ໘ᡜᇫӝᄊᭊ᜶Ǎ

ԧ˟ࣞἷԿ̄ἸଌԪ҆ݒ۳૬൜

2

ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘

थቡ̡ҧᠫవ
ᬔ̀δրࢺ̓ᄊᘡᦱᦡݓЦܬቤ̂ҧἻੈ̓˷
ฌ᧘րࢺᄊ۲ᝫἻᝨրࢺద͘ፙ፞ଢӤవᢶᄊ
ᅼគ֗ᑟǍԝࣲੈ̓ਫ਼ᔉᄊրࢺ۲ᝫஃѣἻӴ
̡ҧनᩙᄊࣅ̸Ὂඈʷͯրࢺࣱکᔉ̀࠵
ښԠˁ۲ᝫவ᭧ἻӊԠˁЯܱᄊិሮὊ
Х˗̿ᇫࢺ֗ࣷஔᏥ࣎̓̚దతܳᄊ۲ᝫ͘Ἳ
̿ᦡՌࠒऑҬ֗ࣷЈஔᐲː˔ˊႍқཊᄊԫӑ
֗ஈᤉǍۢᬣ˷˞ːͯᠫງᏥ࣎֗ʷͯᇫࢺଢΙ
ЛᠠᠫҰἻᝨ̵̓உ឴వߦܸڡᄊߦិͯߦܣሮ
֗ᆰិܣሮǍХ̵ࢺͻ̡րᒭᠠஉ឴ᄱТិሮ
ᄊἻ˷ᖍ४ੈ̓ፌˁូүࢺͻᫎᄊவΧἻ̿ᴂ
ҵ̵̓ፙ፞ᤉξἻଢӤᒭᢶᄊ͈Ǎ

`  ੈ̓ᭊ᜶थቡʷ˔దᄊ҄Ὂ

ᴂҵրࢺԧѹழᄊድᇸ֗᫈᠊ᄊࢺͻগएὊ
ݞᝨۢᬣᄊҬఞʽʷࡏഎǍ a

ఞழ֗͜
ͻ˞ʷ˔ྖઐրࢺᄊἻԝࣲʹͯࣃᤞࣲ͔
ᴔᄊրࢺᖍ४гᜂᐐၹὊᬔ̀ʷͯ˞ڂᭊ᜶ѓᣐ
ࢺͻ᧚ᏫஈԫᘡᦱܱἻХ̵ᄊᤞ̡͔րἻˀͮԻ
̿ፙ፞႑͊ἻᤇԻ̿̚దԔᄊᘡᦱἻᭊᬌ
ᘡǍ̵̓ᤇԻ̿ፙ፞̚దХ̵ᄊրࢺሉѾἻ
ݠὊඈࣲᄊҫᘡǌᔉጚǌϜర֗ӞႥሉѾǍ
ੈ̓ᄊրࢺదࣅ̸ࣃፃ҂ࡧੋ̿ʽἻࠫ
ᄊ᫂ᤊԧ࡙Ἳ̡ҧᄊఞழ֗͜ᝠѳԫ४ӡѬ
᧘᜶ǍԝࣲἻదʼͯᇫࢺ֗ࣷͯپஔᏥ࣎ᖍ४
ӤἻߦ˸ᅖ֗۲ᝫᄊᐌ᠊Ἳ̿ܬళԻ̿ઞ
ఞܸᄊࢺͻᔵ႙Ǎښళᄊʼࣲ̋Ἳੈ࣏̓మښ
Պ˔˗ॷᦐԻ̿҂ኄ̄̽ᄊଌိ̡Ἳ˷˞րࢺ
ଢΙఞܳᄊԧ࡙֗௰Ӥ͘Ǎ

ၷ֑Տᛡڪː˔˗ॷἻஈؓ˗ॷᄊڤਫ਼ܱ֗Ἳ
̿ΧᦡՌᇫӝᄊᭊ᜶Ǎੈᄱηʷ˔ᒾᤠᄊࢺͻဗ
ܒἻˀͮԻ̿ଢᰴրࢺᄊܣඡἻᤇԻ̿ᝨҬࠫ
៶దఞΈᄊਖԪǍ
ஈᓢᆶ͈˨Ἳੈ̓˷ˀஈؓᣄ͈ᄊ᧘᜶ভǍ
ᬤᅌۢᬣᄊெᄞܸܥἻրࢺ̡ˀலܙҫἻ᜶ڄ
ፇʽʾἻఞᭊ᜶ᔉʽˀ࠶ᄊॷҧǍඈࣲἻੈ̓ద
ᡑᆊːᄊրࢺำүἻᝨЛʹրࢺద͘ᐑᯫʷ
۶Ὂʷ˔௧րࢺक˭ᤞ͔͘ǌʷ˔௧րࢺਨҷ
ࠐǍښἻੈ᜶ਖ៙ᥧ̏ఢፃࣟঅ߷ଆՊᮊำү
ᄊࢺͻ̡րἻ៙៙̵̓ਫ਼ᔉᄊॷন֗ᫎǍՏ
Ἳੈ˷᜶ਖ៙Պ˔˗ॷᄊᮗἻˀ᥌ҧᄊ߷
ଆՊመᄊ͘ἻथቡڄᄊᳮݏǍ

ࢺͻဗͻࢺ֗ܒӑ
ᬔ̀ښᘡ֗ሉѾவ᭧ፌ́րࢺᓢݞᄊࢺͻ͈
ܱἻۢᬣ˷࣏మ˞րࢺଢΙʷ˔ᒾᤠᄊࢺͻဗܒ
֗ʷ˔ϤकᄊࢺͻӑටڊǍ

ੈ̓̆ܫʷ˔ቤ̂༏ཊᄊဗܒǍ˞̂ԩሪదᄊ̡
੦Ἳۢᬣᭊ᜶थቡʷ˔ूܸᄊֶྡἻ̿Χծळఞ
ܳద੦Өᄊ̡ܣҫКǍՏἻੈ̓ᭊ᜶थቡʷ
˔దᄊ҄Ἳᴂҵրࢺԧѹழᄊድᇸ֗᫈᠊
ᄊࢺͻগएἻݞᝨۢᬣᄊҬఞʽʷࡏഎǍ

ښԝʷːࣲ᧗Ἳੈ࡛̓ʾᄊ੬Ј˗ॷ֗੬ኮ˗
ॷᦐፃᜉξ֗ᎶழᄊࠒЦἻࢺͻဗܒஈؓˀ
࠶ǍښళʷːࣲἻੈ̓͘᧫ࠫࠒऑҬ˗ॷ֗

~ ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘˟ࣞ
ԧ1#.Џၷ
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ࣲए௧Ѝ໘᫂ᤉ͘ᄊʷࣲǍ۳࡛͘ʾ
ᄊՊ˔˗ॷᦐښҬஈᓢவ᭧ᡵѣ̀᧘᜶ᄊʷ
൦Ǎߦ˸ழᄊˌ᜵ፐˀࠔἻదఞ͘ᝨ̡ᝀ४
Չҧ֗෯˒ǍˀἻੈງηेੈ̓БʷѭՑἻ
తጼἻੈ̓ᄊҬࠫ៶࠲Իδ͘ᖍ४ఞᰴඵю
ᄊҬǍ
ग़अஈԫǌᤁՌళ
ࠒऑҬښԝʷːࣲ᧗Ἳፃԋ̀᧘ܸᄊஈԫǍ
ᬤᅌüᇫ͘ҬᎪýᄊᛡἻੈ̓ࠒऑҬ˗ॷ
ᄊڄᭊ᜶ᡐጋྀழᄊႃᑨጇፒἻߦ˸̿͵ݠ
ఞݞఞঌᄊவर୲ͻǍԻ௧Ἳڄ˞ڂᤇߦښ
˸ᤂၹѸѣˀˤᄊüᇫ͘ࢺͻࠄҬ߶ѷý֗
'"45᧚ࢺЦἻកࠀ˔ವᄊᭊ᜶֗अᘔὊښᤇ
ద߹ЛଂଧҒᏨᄊৱцʾἻԡ᜶ᤠऄʷ˔ழᄊ
ႃᑨጇፒἻ௧ᇫࢺੋᏨ௧ᅖ̡րᦐਖ҂ᄈ
ʽҫἻӡѬՉҧǍࣴڄݞᦐਝਓ̉ᄱஃેἻ
ज़ᴂҵἻСएᬲТǍ
ࡊᦐࠒܸښҧԝᡐʽü˔ವࢺͻૉळýᝡࠀᄊՊ
˔ืሮ֗ઑշరᬍἻੈ̓ᦐᅼ᥋ܸࠒᭊ᜶ఞܳ
ᄊᫎԝᤠऄὊੈ̓ਖ៙ऊదТᦊ᫃ᄊើᝍἻ

4

ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘

ᑟܵզԩՊவᄊਓ֗ڀᯠἻંüᇫ͘ҬᎪý
እӑἻ̿ΧఞᦡՌࠄᬅᄊࢺͻৱцǍ
ఞᰴ۳юǌድᄞරድ
ᒰ̆ߦҒஔᐲҬவ᭧Ἳ᳡ฉႂ੬Ј˗ॷጼ̆ښ
ࣲʾӧࣲՔదТेࡍႂឰ41"3,ߦҒஔᐲក
ͥவವᄊᝣǍ˞̀ऄ̷ˑಫᄊកࠆሮἻ˗ॷ
ᄊஔᐌր̓ᦐಫܱұҧἻ᧘ழԑຍҩߦᄊ߽֗
ေਇἻఞξᝡஔߦข֗ិሮܸጩὊᬔܱ̿Ἳ
˷ંᄱТᄊஔߦᝮै֗ᛡᝮैᤪʷடေἻ̿வ
ΧಊǍ
ᘨᅌ41"3,ᄊࠆಊἻੈ࣏̓మᑟܵఞᐰࠀవᢶᄊ
͖གἻ˷ѣᭊ᜶ᤉ൦ᄊቇᫎǍ࣏మੈ̓తጼᑟ
ܵંஔᐲࢺͻՔఞᰴᄊඵࣱἻᝨఞܳᄊߧߕԪ
ৼǍ
ࣹጪਓǌ̔ืॷ४
ࣲښए᧗ἻᘨᅌࠒڎሉѾေ̃͘ᄊЛҧᠫҰ
ʾἻੈ̓ᤉᛡ̀ːᮊ࠵یᄊ֧ᝠѳὊʷ˔௧᧫
ࠫࠒऑҬ˗ॷళᜉξࢺሮᄊᭊ᜶ἻೝᝧᄬҒ
˗ॷڡڤΎၹʽᄊৱцὊԳܱʷ˔௧᧫ࠫၷ֑Տ

`  ੈ̓ښᤉᛡՊመҬ֗ࢺͻὊʷࠀ᜶δેॷ݉ݞ

֗ԦনድᇸὊনᏦͻࢺં͵ݠϢ४ఞݞὊᝨҬࠫ៶
ᖍ४ఞܸᄊᄞܫǍదὊੈ̓ఞᭊ᜶һඡὊ
းᇜনᏦᓣງᄊ᫈ᮥὊదὊ˷ᭊ᜶᧘ழࠆ
ʷ̏۳వᄊϜǍ a

ᛡڪХ˗ʷᮊҬüၷ֑ঊý࠵ጸᏫἻনᏦ
ં͵ݠҬࣹἻ̿ଢᰴԠҫҬᄊ̡Ǎᤰ
ːᮊ֧ᝠѳἻੈ࣏̓మᑟܵѣழᄊག֗ࠄ
ᬅᄊவขἻ̿ଢӤҬᄊၹए˞ᄬᄊǍ
ੈ̓ӡѬਖ៙ࠒڎሉѾေ̃֗͘ൡဢ֧Ҭᄊ
దТ̡րፌ́ੈ̓ᄊஃે֗ࣟҰἻᤇదἻࠒऑ
Ҭ˗ॷ֗ၷ֑Տᛡڪᄊڄ̓ᄊሥౝԠˁἻᝨː
ᮊ֧ᝠѳᑟܵݠర߹ੇὊఞᝨੈ̓ఞຍം᫈ᮥ
ᄊ᧘གἻѣఞᤠेᄊᝍхவขǍ

 ښᝍ х  ڡ ڤΎ ၹ ᄊ ᫈ ᮥ வ ᭧ Ἳ ੈ ̓ х ࠀ ᧔ ጪ
üᎪʽᝡऐýᄊவขἻᝨࢺͻ̡րఞݞѬᦡԻ̿
ΎၹᄊڡڤǍڄ˷Ѭ̚ਓἻѵѣї˔˗ॷࣱ
᭧ڏᄊᝠἻԻΙெՑ˗ॷᜉξࢺሮᄊԠᏦǍ

ښళᄊெߕἻੈ࣏మੈ̓ᑟܵଢΙఞܳᄊᠫ
ູἻᝨੈ̓ᥧ̏ࠃᄊࠄҬࢺͻፃᰎἻӑੇԻ̿
Ѭౢ֗កᄊᠫந֗Ǎ˞ڂదᤈನἻᤰ
Ѽভᄊন፥֗ˀலᄊೝᝧἻੈ̓੦͘దᤉ൦Ἳ
੦ᑟܵંҬᄊ᠏᧚ἻՔఞᰴᄊࡏǍ
~ ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ੰᛡ˟͊
ᬈᑋˠᏆܣݙ

ፃ᧘ழনᏦüၷ֑ঊýᄊરӂሮՑἻڄ
ଢѣ̀ఞܳನӑᄊࠈ͜ኖ႕Ἳᝨఞ̡ܳᝣគదТ
ҬἻࣳڂԪৼǍ֧ᝠѳᄊੇ౧Ἳᐰࠀᝨၷ
֑ՏᛡڪᄊڄఞదηॷંҬ̮҂ᇫӝՊ
ܫǍ
ˀலԦনǌᒭੈកͥ
ेੈ̰̓̃ՏನᄊҬᡔʷˀᆁᄊࣲெ
 Ἳ ˀ ᅼ ˀ ᝀ ॢ ࠔ  ͘ ϣ ႑  ښʷ ˔ ü ᒾ ᤠ
ӝýἻਥਥᄊԫੇ໘̆ဘ࿄ἻˀনஈᤉἻ̆ܫԔ
ڡᢆ൦ᄊԀԂˀᒭᅼǍਫ਼̿Ἳੈ̓ښᤉᛡՊመ
Ҭ֗ࢺͻἻʷࠀ᜶δે֗ॷ݉ݞԦনድᇸἻ
নᏦͻࢺં͵ݠϢ४ఞݞἻᝨҬࠫ៶ᖍ४ఞܸ
ᄊᄞܫǍదἻੈ̓ఞᭊ᜶һඡἻးᇜনᏦᓣງ
ᄊ᫈ᮥἻదἻ˷ᭊ᜶᧘ழࠆʷ̏۳వᄊϜ
Ǎ
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䲽䘱᳆ ޣ⡡⽮㗔

ۢ

ᬣਞؓ۳ࣲ̆͘థฌв˞ՌขᇫڄἻ
Տࣲథฌв˞ਞؓǍ࠷Ցࣲ̆
థἻੇ˞ЛڎሉѾေ࡛̃͘ʾᄊੇր˨ʷǍ

ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ˣ ᖝᔅۢᬣईᐏែ͘ਫ਼ѹቡἻ̿
ҬᇫӝἻིᮏܸ͕Ѿᄞ˞߽Ǎ
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ፃႀઆᤥѣᄊ͘րἻಪ۳͘
ᝡቡᄊቦሮኮေǍਫ਼ద۳͘ኮေނրᄋ௧˧Ҭ
ҬἻࣳஆԪ͊͵ॎरᄊᦱҷǍవ͘͘րዚनஊԠ
ˁἻԶ᜶ᝣՏۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ᄊҬ߽Ἳਫ਼దࡧ
̿ʽᄊ̡ܣἻˀѬመீἻᐩᓤἻ߽ஔἻឦᝓἻভѿ֗
ᇫ͘ጟἻᄋԻႂឰǍ
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ᒭࣲథनݽᖍԩ̀Нᄞ
ἷ*1$ἸᠫಫἻН̡͕ܣፌ́వ͘ᄊʷѭ૬൜࠲ᖍ४
ሰҬڀ੮Ǎ

6

ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘

ੈ̓ᄊΎ֑
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ˀѬ߽ீǌឦᝓǌηঐˁ߽ஔἻࠫ̆
ܒڈ̆ܫᄊ̡ܣἻͩѣଭἻଢΙፃเଭҰǌሉѾԣ
Х̵ஃଭἻࣳᒱҧΨᤉஔᐲἻ۲ЩᇫӝᏆʹᄊԤែ֗
іᐑҧǍ
ੈ̓ᄊਝఀ
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘ᒱҧ̆ੇ˞ʷ˔ᮗЏᄊ᥋ஔਞؓ
Ǎ
ੈ̓ᄊηঐ ԩᒭ᥋ॴፃኄМቦ
ʽؓᔪඵǌॷؓຎǌˁ̥ؓǌᝓؓηǌ̃ؓᑟǌү
ؓ
ᄆᝮ͘ڧὉ

ᬁ᱕ਣၳՂᥫᎄ

ᤰڧڡὉ


ՑມᛤܸྡऐἻ᫃ྡՂ
ᥫᎄ

ႃᥫὉ

GTD!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ᎪڧὉ

XXXTIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ᐏፏὉ 


Ἲ  ἷႃភἸ
Ἲ  ἷ͜ᄾἸ

6&/Ὁ  

544$

[ 䲽ᴽ࣑㤳⮤ ]

ਾ䲽ᇦᓝᴽ࣑ѝᗳ

ᔪ・ᇦᓝ ᐙപޣ㌫
ມۢᬣࠒऑҬ˗ॷ௧ʷਫ਼ͯ̆Ցມᰴˁᬁ
ᔚब᧗ᄊʷባरҬ˗ॷἻ˞ښழҫˌڹ
ӒᦊӝЯ͊͵̡ܣἻѬࣲᴔἻመீἻឦᝓˁ߽ஔἻ
ଢΙదТ˔̡֗ࠒऑᄊஃଭ֗ҬǍ

Ց

̵ֶ̓ॴᄊำүǍࠒऑҬ˗ॷᄊҬஆᠠʷᓊͰ
ङἻፃเ઼ᏨᤇԻ̿ႂឰВஆᠠǍ˗ॷԝࣲᄊ
ࣲᖹᤂፃᠠἻႀऊἷӊᇫ͘ԣࠒऑԧ࡙ᦊˁ
ࠒڎሉѾေ̃͘Ἰԣ҆ݒ۳ᡂҰǍ

̆ࠒऑˁ˔̡ښˀՏᄊЦదˀʷನᄊᭊරἻՑ
ມۢᬣࠒऑҬ˗ॷԧ࡙̀ॎॎररᄊҬἻ̿໘ᡜ
Պመᭊ᜶Ǎ˔ವˁᣙҬἻ˄˞ܫေᄊࠒऑ᫈
ᮥἻݠὉ᠉Ҭڈᬲǌܻݹˀ֗ǌࠒऑጘጭǌఒҧᛡ
˞ǌЈݙኮஔǌԍҧˁድᇸϤक᫈ᮥǍ

˗ॷᠫ

ܱἻੈ̓˷ࠀరˡҩ ࠝஔᐲਓ˧ᄊำүἻ̿ଢϏ
ᆸᄊࠒऑঐǍӊ̞ߕᝯऐἻޫҒюិܬሮԣޫ
ܙލϙࢺͻڪǍˀ̩ݠἻੈ̓ЛࣲᄋదˡҩՊ
ዝำүἻөҰଢӤЈቨԣ᭟࠶ࣲ̡ᄊߦ˸ᑟҧ֗۲Щ

ڧڡὉ


Ցມᛤܸྡऐ
᫃ྡἲՂᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

GTD!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ҬᫎὉ


రʷᒰర̋Ὁொʽᒰʾӥ
రОὉ
ொʽᒰʾӥ

ण᫂ҬᫎὉర̄ԣరپὉொʽᒰ௹ʽ

ਾ䲽ᆖ⭏ᢈ㇑ѝᗳ

ᆹ⧟ޘຳ ࡙ҾᆖҐ

Ց

ມۢᬣߦၷ੬ኮ˗ॷ˄˞࠵ߦߦၷᏫἻଢΙ
߹ؓᄊིઐἻᄣᅖ֗ҪិᣙἻᝨԥᐌඇ߷
ॷࢺͻἻѓᣐெིᮏߧߕᄊ᠇ઞǍ
੬ኮ˗ॷଢΙʷ˔߷ЛԡພᯰᄊဗܒἻᝨߦቨ̓
ˀͮ४҂۳వᄊིᮏἻᤇԻ̿˘ࠝߦ˸ፃᰎ֗ԧ࡙
ᑟǍ˗ॷҬஆᠠՌေἻఞ˞ͰஆКࠒऑଢΙඈథథ
ᠠษǍ

˗ॷᠫ
ڧڡὉ


ழҫڹՑມࣆܸྡऐ
᫃ྡἲՂᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

TDD!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ʷᓊनஊᫎὉ



రʷᒰర̋Ὁ˗ӥགѬᒰ

௹ʽགѬ
రОὉ
ொʽགᒰʾӥག

ߦಣϜరनஊᫎὉరʷᒰర̋Ὁொʽགᒰ௹ʽག

రОὉ
ொʽགᒰʾӥག

`  ۢᬣਞؓ۳Ҭ

ˀѬ߽ீǌឦᝓǌ
ηঐˁ߽ஔὊ
ࠫ̆ܒڈ̆ܫᄊ̡ܣὊ
ͩѣଭĀὊ
ࣳᒱҧΨᤉஔᐲὊ
۲ЩᇫӝіᐑҧǍa
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哖⌒⭣䲽ᢈݯѝᗳ

ྐᇊส ѪᆙᆀⲴᵚᶕ༷߶ྭڊ

᳡

ฉႂۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷᒱҧ˞ࣷቨଢΙஆᠠՌေἻ
ጉ᠏͖ᓢᄊߦҒஔᐲἻᝨߧߕ̓Ի̿ښʷ˔ਐ
ঌԣ߷Лᄊဗܒʾੇ᫂ԣߦ˸Ǎ੬Ј˗ॷஔߦ̿ߧߕ
ᄊᭊ᜶ѣԧἻ᠖ग़ʹᰎरำүஔߦᄊေঐᝠិሮἻ
̿ߧߕᄊЛ̡ԧ࡙˞ᄬಖǍᬔ̀˄ฌԧ࡙ߦቨᄊন፥
֗అҧἻఞ༟ᣥᓢ͉ݞϙἻଢӤߧߕॠ̡̃ܫᄊᑟ
ҧǍ˨Ἳੈ̓ˀ̩˞ߧߕʽߦϢݞюܬἻఞ᜶˞̵
̓ళᄊ̡ၷࠀݖ۳ᆩǍ
᳡ฉႂۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷگᗀښ᳡ฉႂӝЯᄊʷಚːࡏᰴ
ᄊ࿘ቡथናЯἻᤃద֞इἻᩐᛡԣइஷǍ
˗ॷવదᬲ४ʷᄊࠕਗ਼ܱቇᫎἻᎶߎඵǌန
ǌመೲڇǌᑮᢼӝǌወု֗ڤ˭ڤἻʷऄπ

ЛǍඈိᄊិࠉఞᎶᝈᗀἻᬈѵߧߕ̓ᄊͻֶ֗ߦ
˸ెநǍᬔ˨ܱἻ˗ॷᤇదʷ˔ࠕᄊၹᯀӝǌ֗
ʷᫎᜉᎶᗀڡ᪫ߕᄊำүࠉἻΙߧߕᤉᛡᮃ˭Ἳᓂᢜ
֗ʹᐲࠉЯำүǍԳܱἻੈ̓˷ଢΙ͉ಫН᥋ᄊಣ
ᢼଌҬἻ̿வΧࠒ᫂Ǎ
˗ॷᠫ
ڧڡὉ

᳡ฉႂՂᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

DIJMEDBSF!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

नஊᫎὉ


రʷᒰర̋Ὁொʽགᒰ௹ʽག
రОὉ
ொʽགᒰʾӥག

⭏ભ਼㹼ൺ

亴ݸ㿴ࡂᒤ⭏⍫ ശ┑Ӫ⭏ǃᆹ᷅ᰐᘗ

ੈ

̓ਫ਼ᡌᄊˀՏἻԂయՔՏʷ˔வՔǍੈ̓
ขхࠀੈ̓͵ݠѣၷἻͮԂԻ̿ѳᒭࣂᄊၷ
ำἻӊ௹ࣲᄊၷำǍੈ̓ᄱηၷ֑ԻἻඈ˔̡ऄ
ЍѬԧၷ֑͉ϙǍੈ̓ᄱηၷ֑ᄊ࠴ˑἻʷ˔̡ښ
ၷԣ൫̒ᄊϋἻᦐऄសᜂ࠴᧘Ǎ
ښၷ֑ՏᛡڪἻੈ̓ᴂկଢொ˞˚ጼϢюܬǍੈ
࣏̓మଢΙదТᠫ̿ஃેࣲ᫂Ꮸ˞˚ጼѳˁ
хࠀǍᤰؓݰᄊѳἻੈ࣏̓మࣟҰࣲ᫂Ꮸړ໘̵
̓ᄊॷਝἻᘨᝨ̵̓߷ॷἻࣳԻՑᮏ˨ঊ̚߷ڡ
௹ࣲǍ
ၷ֑ՏᛡڪҬἻ˄᫃̿̿ʽᄊ̡៶ࠫ˞ܣǍᬔ̀

8

ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘

ࠀరˡҩᝯऐ֗ࢺͻڪἻᝨ᫂ᏨᝣគదТ௹ࣲၷำ
ѳᄊᠫܱἻੈ̓ᤇ͘ጸጻՊመஔᐲˁक˭ᄊำүἻ
ᝨ᫂Ꮸ੪नၷำߕڔἻፇ̔ঃՏ᥋ՌᄊనԤἻज़ஃ
ે֗ᐏጇǍ
˗ॷᠫ
ڧڡὉ


ழೄՂڪۢסἷ᠔ྭ˗ॷἸ
᫃ྡἲἼᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

MJGFQPJOU!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

नஊᫎὉ


రʷᒰర̋Ὁொʽགӧᒰʾӥག
రОὉ
ொʽགӧᒰʾӥག

[ 䲽ᴽ࣑㤳⮤ ]

ᇦᓝ᭟ᨤᴽ࣑

ႊါ亴༷ᴽ࣑˄35(3˅

ޫ

ލᮕܬҬἷ13&1Ἰ௧ႀᇫ͘ԣࠒऑԧ࡙ᦊ
ԧᡑἻ˞ʷᮊፃᰎᄊޫލˁТጇᄊិሮǍ
˟᜶᧫ࠫழޫ֗࠲᜶ፇޫᄊ̡ܣᏫἻ࣏మ̵̓˞ޫ
ލथቡʷ˔ሷڍᄊ۳ᆩǍ
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘௧Х˗ʷ˔ᜂ͊ނˡҩ13&1ិሮᄊ
ǍҬӊːவ᭧ὉХʷ௧ލޫښฌвࡍˡᛡᄊ
ː࠵ᄊӥᫎᝯऐὊԳʷவ᭧௧Ԡˁ˞ːܹἷС
࠵ἸᄊࢺͻڪǍԠҫᠠၹЛВἻԻ௧ἻԠҫᏨᭊ᜶
ᮕЏઑՐదТិሮǍ

˗ॷᠫ
ڧڡὉ


Ցມᛤܸྡऐ
᫃ྡἲՂᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

GTD!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ҬᫎὉ



ӥᫎᝯऐὉ 
రʷᒰర̋ʾӥѬᒰѬ
ڡགὉ ޫލฌвࡍ
࠵ࢺͻڪὉ
ᤌ፞ː˔రО
ڡགὉ Գᛡᤰᅼ





ᇦᓝ᭟ᨤᴽ࣑

Ҡቻ৺ᮉ㛢䖵ࣙ䇑ࡂ

˼

ࡔԣஔᐲᣙҰᝠѳႀऊਫ਼ѹἻᒭࣲनݽ
ੇቡἻᄬᄊ௧ࣟҰࣲᣐᄊͰஆКࠒऑᑲ᠒Ǎᤈ
̏ࠒऑᬔ̀ᖍ४ǌඵႃ֗ߧߕஔᐲษܱἻఞԻ
̿४҂ࡃˊ֗ښᐌ۲ᝫᄊ͘ǍՏἻ̵̓˷͘ᜂ߷
ଆԠˁʷᮊᣙᝠѳǍ
ۢᬣਞؓ۳͘௧Х˗ʷࠒ˞ᤈዝࠒऑଢΙᣙᄊ
Ǎੈ̓˞ඈʷ˔ࠒऑ߷ଆʷ˔˄ˊૉրἻˁඇ
ࠀర᭧Ἳʷவ᭧ೝࠒऑৱцἻ̀ᝍࠒऑᄊᑟҧἻ
ڈᬲ֗ᠫູὊཀྵՑ̰᫂ᝠᝬἻᝡʾᆁర֗˗రᄬಖἻ
ોᦊࡃိڡஈؓࠒऑᄊፃเৱцἻᝨ̵̓ᄊၷำ͈
ݞᣁǍ

˗ॷᠫ
ڧڡὉ


Ցມᛤܸྡऐ
᫃ྡἲՂᥫᎄ

ႃភὉ 

Ἲ  

͜ᄾὉ 

Ἲ  

ႃᥫὉ 

GTD!TIFOHIPOHPSHTH

ҬᫎὉ


రʷᒰర̋Ὁொʽᒰʾӥ
రОὉ
ொʽᒰʾӥ

ण᫂ҬᫎὉ ర̄ԣరپὉொʽᒰ௹ʽ

2016 / 2017 ᒪᣛ
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ᕪॆ⽮Պᐕӻޕ⌅
、ᢰⲴᓄ⭘઼ਁኅᇎ䐥ᯩṸ



᠉ࣲए᧗Ἳੈ̓ʷСܫေ̀ᡑᄊ֧វˁ
ᣁ̮ҬἻХ˗ᡑ௧ᄰଌʽ᫃රҰἻԳద
ᡑ௧ᤰႃភᐏጇ࠭රଭҰǍХ˗ࣅ̸ੋ˔
֧វ௧ᒭࣂᄰଌරҰᄊǍ
ᤌՏʽʷ˔ࣲएࣜʾళፇᄊᡑை˔ವἻ̿ԣښ
వࣲएᄊᡑழ˔ವἻੈ̓ʷСܫေᡑ˔ವǍ
ழଌᄊ˔ವХ˗˔ੋࣅ̸௧ᒭࣂᄰଌරҰᄊǍ
ࣲ̭ᄊழವ˗Ἳႀࠒ̃ขऑੋऊᦊ᫃ᣁ̮ᄊᰴԀವ
͈ܙҫˀ࠶ἻХ˗ྱ๘ࠒఒੋᘼॠЈቨ˞˟Ǎ
ࣲښएፇౌἻੈ̓ʷСТ̀ᡑ˔ವἻХ˗
ࣅ̸ښፇವ᛫ᇨࠫҬ໘ਓǍࣅ̸ᄊ˔ವἻ
ښፇವ᛫ᇨᒭࣂᄊऄࠫᑟҧదਫ਼ଢӤἻࣅ̸ᄊፇ
ವ᛫ᇨˁ̡Тጇదਫ਼ஈؓǍፇವ˗ᄊ˔ವఢፃᭊ
᜶ፃเଭҰἻᒰፇವХ˗ᄊᡑ˔ವ᛫ᇨᒭࣂᣗద
ᑟҧᝍхፃเ᫈ᮥǍ
ᬤᅌüᇫ͘ҬᎪýᄊЛ᭧ѣἻੈ̓˷ᤪ൦ં˔
ವᄊೂವϲߛКᎪፏ᧗ἻˀгΚᠻጮቸ͈֗ߛ
ವǍüᇫ͘ҬᎪýଢῚʷ˔ॢݞᄊࣱԼἻவΧࢺ
ͻ̡րࠆಊරҰᏨᄊᠫந֗̿ड़ᄊଭҰᝮैǍˀἻ
ႀ̆ᤈ௧ʷ˔ழᄊጇፒἻࢺͻ̡րᭊ᜶ᔉʽˀ࠶ᄊ
ᫎԝေᝍऄၹᄊ൦ᰡǍˁՏἻᇫࢺ˷ښନ୕ݠ
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͵ऄၹüᇫࢺࠄҬૉळý֗ऄၹü'"45ýடေ˔
ವᄊᠫந̿ԣં˔ವѬዝǍਫ਼̿Ἳڄ̆ܫʷ˔ᮘ
˞ᓣᣭᄊߦ˸Ǎ
ࣲښए᧗Ἳੈ̓ᮋѾ߹ੇː˔࠵ጸǍʷ˔௧˞
ࡧᒰࡧߧߕᄊඇᏫἻ֑Ր˞üඇ˨ᫎὉϢ
ʷ˔ሦᐌᄊඇýἻ̿ଢӤ˞̡ඇᏨᄵࠣᒭࣂஔЩ
ߧߕᄊขἻ̿ԣᒭࣂᄊऄࠫவरটನॖ־వᢶ֗ˁ
ߧߕǌࠒ̡ᄊТጇǍʷСదͯඇԠˁἻࣳద
Րࠒ᫂߹ੇ˞̋ᄊ࠵ጸХ˗ᄊʼᐑ͘Ǎੈ̓
ԧဘˀ࠶ࠒ᫂ࠔԪܹඡ֗ጓঅᄊ̃Ҭॖ־ԠˁǍˀ
Ἳᥧ̏ᑟܵѣࣞᄊࠒ᫂ፃѺ൦ᄊఌᢶՑἻᦐᑟܵ
ሥౝԠˁ֗˭ਓѬ̚Ǎ
Գܱʷ˔࠵ጸ֑Ր˞üၷ֑ڀᮏýἻ᧫ࠫӝЯᄊ˭ᴔ
̡ܣἻᤰ࠵ጸѬ̚ၷ֑ԋሮଊጊ̡ၷਓ˧Ἳ˷࣏
మ҂Ꮖʹ̉ҰᄊᄬಖǍʷСదͯ᫂ᏨԠˁᤈ˔˞
پᄊ࠵ጸἻپՐ᫂Ꮸ߹ੇХ˗ʼᄊᐑ͘Ǎਫ਼ద
ԠҫᏨࠫ࠵ጸᦐӡѬ໘ਓἻ̵̓˷ॢᰴУᝣគழᄊన
ԤǍᙊཀྵἻ̵̓୲ᅌˀՏᄊவᝓἻԂᆾ̵̓̉ᄱѬ
̚Ἳज़ᝣគᄊབྷৱǍ
ࣲښథெἻࠒऑԣᇫ͘ԧ࡙ᦊᦊ᫂ᬈࢶ̥Џ
ၷ҂Ǎੈ̓ˁՑມӝᇫ͘Ҭܫᐏ˞ᦊ᫂ᝯᤘӝ

[ ਾ䲽ᇦᓝᴽ࣑ѝᗳ≷ᣕ ]

`  ᬤᅌüᇫ͘ҬᎪýᄊЛ᭧ѣὊੈ̓˷ᤪ൦ં˔ವᄊ
ೂವϲߛКᎪፏ᧗ὊˀгΚᠻጮቸ͈֗ߛವǍ a
~ ՑມۢᬣࠒऑҬ˗ॷੰᛡ˟͊
ᬈᑋˠᏆܣݙ

Я᭧ࠫᄊࠒऑ᫈ᮥǍᬈᦊ᫂Х௧ТฌͰஆКࠒऑ֗
ीҹ̡ܣᄊᭊ᜶Ἳ̵˷ˁੈ̓Ѭ̵ࠫ̚ᇫӝथᄊᄺ
ขἻΓݠᤰүր˧ࢺԠˁǌᎂፇՏᄪ̿ԣፒኢՊவ
̡ܣᄊՌͻǍ
ᒭࣲథᒰࣲథరᫎἻੈ̓ˁՑມӝᇫ͘
Ҭҩ̃ܫʷᡑᤉᛡʷᮊᇫӝូಊἻ᧫ࠫࠫ៶˞ܸྡ
ᬄᤃᄊምᠨጸࡔǍፃї႗ᄊʽ᫃ࠒἻੈ̓ʷ
Сஆᬷ̀ᡔ͋ᄊڀᯠǍ̰ូಊ᧗Ԧ̀ӝЯ̡
˟ܣ᜶Тॷࠒࡐ߷Л֗ӝЯ߷ᄊ᫈ᮥǍᦊѬԪᏨ
᛫ᇨࠒ᧗ቔਗ਼దቔᔉἻઞॷࣷЈ߷ЛἻ˷దʷ̏᛫
ᇨӝЯʷ̏᭟࠶ࣲਫ਼̃̃ἻښጸࡔഎʾืᤌὊ
ᡌच۷ሥాྭὊӝЯӼၷ֗ຍฝΈὊ֗ઞॷʷ̏ˀ
ᓢ͋ߕἻݠὉᠳӰǌඉֶǌᦦᦥǌ᭤ขώᄊ᫈ᮥ
Ǎښᇫ͘ҬܫᄊөҰʾἻᥧ̏ኀՌथࡔࡍ͈
ᄊͱਗ਼ᖍ४Вᠠ߷ᜉቔᔉᄊࣟҰǍښళʷࣲ᧗Ἳੈ
̓͘ે፞ԧଈӝЯᄊᠫູᝍхӝЯᄊ્੍Ἳੈ࣏̓
మᑟܵښˀˤᄊ࠲Ἳંᤈ˔ᇫӝथቡੇ˞ʷ˔Ϥक
֗ៈᄊᇫӝǍ

̀Լʾၷүᄊᓂ࿚᛫֗Լʽᄊൡᓂ᛫ܱἻੈ̓ᤇ
ୌ̀˔͜ፒ࠵Չͯǌ˔ͯǌὄ˔ᬈѵ
࡙ΙН͕ԠˁǍੈ̓ॢᰴУᄺ҂ˀ࠶ᄊࠒ᫂Ἳၵᒰ
௧ᇲඇ֗࠵నԤ̓ʷᡑᤉᛡἻݠὉᮻǌ
ൃ፤ǌ૰ᆃߕἻੋиἻੋൕᠶᄜಬἻੋ
̚ၹᎿᮼǍથིͯ֗ਝಱಞᦐ௧થིᄊབྷགǍ
ᤇదἻ੬Ј˗ॷ֗੬ኮ˗ॷᄊߧߕં̵̓ࠫࠒऑᄊྖ
ˁ࣏మἻᦐ̿ጦᄾᄊႇਓ᛫ѣǍԠˁेܹำүᄊ
̡͕ܳἻڤ᭧བྷἻ̡̡ᦐӡѬनॷἻืᤌᤅἰ
ੈ̓˷ྲѿᥙឰїͯҬᄊԪҰᏨԠˁኖѳᤈำ
үἻ̓ੈ˞ڂᄱἠ̵Ի̿ଢΙᤠѭᄊथᝬǍద̏ᤇ
ࣟঅ˟ેͯǌѬԧ࠵Չ֗ᤂ᥋Ц֗ၹֶǍ
ښళᄊெߕἻੈ࣏̓మᑟܵᴂҵఞܳᄊԪҰᏨښᑟ
ҧਫ਼ԣ˨˞ܫᇫӝࡊʷ͋ҧǍ

ՑມۢᬣࠒऑҬ˗ॷὫࣲएҬ
దТᠫந

ࣲښథெἻੈ̓ࢺ˧ͯښᄊөҰʾἻښᰴ
ۢˡҩʷᮊѿѣॷᜇᄊำүἼüᰴၳഛᤁழࣲý
ἻВᠠરॠՐࡐඟǍำүᖍ४ӝЯХ̵ጸጻܸҧ
ஃેἻӊὉՑມᇫ͘Ҭܫǌࣅᐁ᧗ ʷባҬ˗
ॷǌழᓈᇫӝҬ࠵ጸǌʺͺ۶ǌۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷ֗
ߦቨ੬ኮ˗ॷἻᤇదἻӝЯᄊʷਫ਼ࣷЈڇü4DIPPM
IPVTF CZ UIF (BSEFOýǍੈ̓˷ॢᕦࣴᥙឰ҂Ցມ
ӝᄊ۳ࡏጸጻᮏ᫈ౄߺܥЏၷઞेܸࠖ͘Ἳᤇద
Х̵ྲѿࠖيᄊᕸ˚ἻӊὉ൧Սࣅᅖᝬրሾ̥ေЏ
ၷǌᬁᜏࡉ۳ࡏጸጻᮏ᫈ ੦ЏၷǌలАЏၷ֗
ᘀᕦᓢЏၷ̿ԣХ̵۳ࡏᮗǍ
ेܹʾӥἻᰴۢைࣅܣባᜂᜉ੶ੇʷ˔ܸᇪ۶Ἳᤁ
ࠇᄊᤉ࣋ܫᎶ४ӡѬ۶ᄌἻᇪ۶᧗स༥ፇ॑Ἳૈᅌ
ܸጚᄊ༥ኊἻܗʽᦐૈʽॢܳᄊᜉᯏֶǍᓬᄬЯࠔᬔ

Ҭ̡

Лࣲ֧វ֗ᣁ̮Ҭ̡



Лࣲ˔ವˁᣙҬ̡



Лࣲ࠵ጸࢺͻҬ̡



ЛࣲЈቨüý឴ᝠѳҬ̡



Лࣲ᭟࠶ࣲҬ̡



ᇫӝำүἼᰴၳഛᤁழࣲԠˁ̡




ᇫӝำүἼܸྡምᠨጸࡔҬᭊ
᜶ូಊ



ЛࣲԠˁঃਝࢺͻ̡



2016
6 / 20
2017
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17 ᒪᣛ
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᧕䀖઼㔤㌫䶂ቁᒤ
䙊䗷䘀ࣘᔪ・૱Ṭ

ښ

ࣲएἻੈ̓ʷСરӂ̀ͯ᭟ࣲ̡Ԡˁੈ
̓ᄊᡜုǍ̵̓ᄊࣲᴔ̮˫ᒰࡧ˨ᫎǍ
Х˗ద̏௧̰ᇫӝ˗ॷੋकʹ˗ॷᄊܱ࡙ำүᐏጇᡑ
ᄊἻ˷దʷ̏௧ߦಣੋࠒऑҬ˗ॷᄊᣙրੋᇫ
ࢺᣁ̮ᄊǍښᤈᏆࣲᣐ̡े˗Ἳ࠶ᦊѬᒭͰஆКࠒ
ऑἻᭊ᜶ፃเଭҰᄊᛪǍܸᦊѬᦐ௧ߦښಣᄊၷำ
ˀܺઆКἻិ˨Ցਫ਼̃̃Ἳ҂ืܫᤌǍ
ੈ̓ᤥહ̿ᡜုᤂү፥ጇᤈʷᏆࣲᣐ̡Ἳ˞ڂᡜု
௧ʷ˔ᏆʹᤂүἻॢᑟ҂थቡֶಫᄊᄬಖǍඈևᄊ
ᡜုᝫጷ֗ࠀరᄊԤែᠿἻᦐଢῚॢܳ͘Ἳԝ᪐
ጷࣲᣐ̡ᄊਓঃҧ֗අҧǌ۲Щ̵̓ᄊ᠊͊ਖǌʹᐲ
ድᇸ֗ڄՌͻᄊࢼǍ
ࣲ̭ښᄊ"$&ᡜုᐏᠿἷʷᮊᡵᄊᠿ̃Ἰ˗Ἳੈ
ᖍ४üతᴂᓂ̡ॷᄊ͐ýᄊܸݒἻ̿ᡂੴੈᄊ
ұҧˀਸ਼ǌሥౝԠˁ֗ڤښЯᦐܱڤδેᓢݞᄊ
গए͖ᓢ᠏ጉǍХ̵͐˷ᡂੴੈᄊႄၷԻ̿

ੇ˞Х̵͐ᄊഛನὊ௧ᡅੋᣥἻੈᦐδે᮳
एἻʹᐲድᇸӡѬᰴǍੈ˷ં'64"-:.1*$4ᐏᠿ
ᄊлйʾ̀ἰ
Ѿၹᤂү፥ጇࣲᣐ̡దॢܳܫݞὊᘨᅌඈևᄊᝫ
ጷἻᝨࣲᣐ̡ិښ֗ևఴϋ४ఞЍࠄἻࠒ᫂˷
ˀၹઞॷߧߕ̓ืሏ๎ᕥǍੈ̓ԧဘˀ࠶ᄊࣲᣐ̡ᇫ
̔ߕڔ࿙ቌἻᎥˬᒭηॷἻ˷దʽᤉॷǍᤰᡜု
ᤂүἻ̵̓ਥਥߦ͘ˁ̡ᄱܫἻӊᇫࢺ֗Х̵ᄊ᭟
ࣲ̡Ǎे̵̓ʷᡑፃԋඈևᄊᝫጷ֗ʷᡑ᭧ࠫඋᠿᄊ
ᑈ᠇Ἳ̵̓ࡃᒭཀྵᄊथቡ̀ԤែǍे̵̓ਥਥଂଧᡜ
ုࢼ֗ਵ४͵ݠऄ̷උᠿἻ̵̓ᄊᒭηॷ֗ᒭ࠴ॷ
˷ᖍ४̀ଢӤǍᇫࢺᘨᅌᝫጷ֗උᠿำүἻˁᤈᏆࣲ
ᣐ̡δેጋࠛᄊଌᝏἻՏ˷ᒭཀྵᄊፌˁ̵̓ၷำʽ
Х̵வ᭧ᄊૉ֗ࣟҰἻѓᣐࣲᣐ̡ᄊॷေ᠇ઞἻᏫ
ˀ͘ᝀ४࠭රᣙ௧ʷ͈ˏᑵੋᏨࡄࡂᄊ̃ৱǍ

`  ੈ̓ᤥહ̿ᡜုᤂү፥ጇᤈʷᏆࣲᣐ̡Ὂ
˞ڂᡜု௧ʷ˔ᏆʹᤂүὊॢᑟ҂थቡֶಫᄊᄬಖǍ a
~  ሾᎬᳮॴǍขଢֻ
ᇫ͘ࢺͻҰေ
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᭟࠶ࣲࢺͻ
ЛࣲҬ̡

̡

Лࣲᝫጷᓬ

 ᓬἷඈᓬ࠵Ἰ

Лࣲ࠵ጸำү

 ᓬ

Лࣲ˔̡᭧េ

 ᓬ

ЛࣲҪិᣙำү

 ᓬ

Х̵ྲڄܬำү

 ᓬ

Ҭࠫ៶ᠫந
ஔᐲѬዝ
ࣲጟ

˗̄

˗ʼ

˗پ

ࢺᓨߦᬓ

ေࢺ
ʷࣲጟ

ေࢺ
ࣲ̄ጟ

ေࢺ
ʼࣲጟ

̡















ࣲᴔѬዝ

ࣲᴔ

 ࡧ

 ࡧ

 ࡧ

 ࡧ

 ࡧ

 ࡧ

̡













መீѬዝ

መீ

Өீ

ᯱீ

ӿீ

̡
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а਼䰵䈫Ҁ䏓ᰐェ
䇙ᆙᆀⲴ㓿傼ᴤѠᇼ

üЈ

ቨ឴ᝠѳýᒭࣲनݽἻʷᄰښӝЯଢ
ᰴߧߕ឴ᄊУᡚǍᬔ̀ᝯ̃ǌᄺ˺ڏǌ
ੈ̓ᄊᐌր֗˧ࢺ̓ࠀᝠѳܳ॑ܳގᄊำүἻᝨߧ
ߕښඈևᄊ̃ᫎՑԠˁǍੈ̓ॢᰴУᄺ҂ˀ࠶ᄊ
ߧߕښ឴֗ᝯᔮឦவ᭧ᄊηॷܸܸଢӤ̀ὊᏫ˅Ἳፃ
ඈևᄊᄱᐑἻߧߕ̓ˀͮᝣគ̀Х̵ᄊ࠵నԤἻᤇ
ፇគ̀Х̵ᄊ˧ࢺǍ
దʷͯࠒ᫂ឭὊݝᄊࣷሳѺိᄊЈߕἻࣲ̭ᜂᤥͻࣷ
ሳᰴိඌˊЧᇪᄊՃ́Ǎݝᄱηߧߕښᝯவ᭧ᄊη
ॷ௧ᜂüЈቨ឴ᝠѳý۲ЩѣᄊǍ
Գܱʷͯࠒ᫂˷᛫ᇨἻᒭࣂݙЈښᝯᔮឦவ᭧ᄊᑟҧ
ܸܸଢᰴἻښԧᮃ֗᛫Ԧ᭧ᦐԫ४ืႊ̀Ǎݝ
˷ឭὊː˔ݙЈԠˁüЈቨ឴ᝠѳýՑἻᦐԫ४
దᥧ˦ࠏᏃἻ˷ᣗਵ४ᇫ̔ᇪ᠂Ǎ
ࣲښए᧗Ἳ឴ᝠѳʷС˞ͯߧߕҬἻС
ˡᛡᐑ͘ǍѬѿదᰴိ֗ͰိǍᰴိ࡛࠵ʷ֗࠵
̄ᄊߧߕἻᏫͰိѷ௧ࣷሳѺိ֗ᰴိᄊߧߕǍ
ੈ̓ྲѿਖ༏ʷᏆӮҧᄊঃਝҬᏨἻઞेඈևᄊᝯ
̃ǌ֗ѬઞХ̵ᄊࢺͻǍࣲښए᧗Ἳࣱ
کඈևదͯ˧ࢺԠˁἻ҂ʷ˔˧ࢺөҰʷː˔ߧ

ߕᄊඋΓἻΎߧߕ̓ᦐ४҂ॢݞᄊТฌǍ˧ࢺ̓˷ፌ
ˁӡѬదၹᄊथᝬ֗ڀᯠἻᝨำүᄊ߷ଆ֗ЯࠔἻၵ
ᒰڡڤᄊୌᦐ४҂ஈؓǍ
ੈ̓ᬔ̀ฌ᧘ߧߕᄊઆКਖἻ˷ᴂҵࠒ᫂ᄊԠˁǍ
ݠὊੈ̓ᝨࠒ᫂Ԡˁᝯ̃ᫎἻݞᝨࠒ᫂̓˷ᮗ႕
Х˗ᄊࢼὊੈ̓˷߷ଆ̀ܳԠ˺ڏᯞᄊำүἻ
ᴂҵࠒ᫂ܳˁߧߕʷᡑᄺ˺Ǎښԝࣲӡథ͋Ἳੈ̓˷
ˡᛡܱ̀ᮊᄬἻԠүྭڇἻᝨߧߕద͘ˁүྭ
ͻᤃᡰሏᄊଌᝏἻ˞ࠒ᫂֗ߧߕଢΙʷ˔ॢݞᄊ̞
ߕᫎἻ˷ᝨࢺͻ̡ր֗˧ࢺ̓దʷ˔ᐏែᄊ͘Ǎ
ࣲए᧗Ἳੈ̓ᖍ४ᬈ͜۳ᄊਪਧᡂҰἻ
˞Ԡˁ឴ᝠѳᄊߧߕଢΙʷᮊВᠠᄊᔮឦភқិ
ሮἻសិሮ˞ː˔థἻႀːͯᠫງᄊᏥ࣎᠇᠊ૉ
Ǎ̓ݝѾၹ̃ǌᮃ˭֗Ἳࣜүߧߕᄊߦ˸У
ᡚ֗ਇ៶ҧǍិሮႀԝࣲʹథनݽἻߧߕ̓ఞ˵ښథ
МெԠˁ̆ᔮӨ˺ᬓˡᛡʷ˔ྲѿᄊᮃ˭͘ ü5SVF
$PMPVST  5SVF )FBSUTýἻ࡙ᇨ̵̓ᄊ᛫ᑟҧǍ̵
̓ˀͮښᤰᑟҧவ᭧దਫ਼ஈؓἻᏫ˅Ἳ̵̓ᄊѹᤵ
ҧ֗ᒭηॷᦐܸܸଢӤ̀Ǎੈ̓˷ਖ៙ᬈ͜۳ᡂ
Ұੈ̓ᄊːͯᐌրԠˁʷᮊదТऄၹភқᄊᝫጷἻ
ᝨ̵̓ᝣគ͵ݠѾၹᓨషำүԧ࡙ߧߕᄊУᡚ֗
ᑟǍ

`  ੈ̓ॢᰴУᄺ҂ˀ࠶ᄊߧߕښ឴֗ᝯᔮឦ
வ᭧ᄊηॷܸܸଢӤ̀Ǎ a
`  ੈ̓ྲѿਖ༏ʷᏆӮҧᄊঃਝҬᏨὊ

ઞेඈևᄊᝯ̃ǌ֗ѬઞХ̵ᄊࢺͻǍ a
~  ྖˠǍᔚ᧗߷ˠ
ᇫ͘ࢺͻҰေ
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ᱻॷⲴаᒤ
䇙ᴽ࣑䍘㍐઼ᇩᴤкаቲᾬ
ੱथ֗ஈؓஷ

˞

ᇫӝ࠵ߦၷଢΙិՑำүᄊՑມۢᬣߦቨ੬ኮ
˗ॷᤉК̀ኄӡОࣲᄊሮǍਖ៙˗ॷጼ̆߹
ੇ̀Ꮲξ֗ੱथࢺͻǍੈ̓ܙҫ̀ʷ˔ழᄊஔࠉἻழ
ஔࠉԻ̿ᒰ࠶ࠔጪ˔ߧߕǍੈ̓ᤇᦡ˔پ̀ܙద
๑ஷᄊழԐਫ਼Ǎܱ˷ఞ૱̀˗ॷਫ਼దᄊಸ֗
ܹᔉ༥Ἳࣳҫ̀ழᄊϲྭಅǍᬤᅌဗܒᄊஈؓἻ
ߧߕ̓ဘ˭ޡੋ˸ߦښښவ᭧̚దఞܳᄊቇᫎǍ̵̓
ᔉఞᆁᄊᫎଆΎၹԐਫ਼֗๑ࠉஷǍ̀ܳ˞ڂʷ
˔ஔࠉἻࢺͻ̡ր˷Ի̿ՏᤉᛡˀՏᄊำүǍ
ᤈ᧗ੈ̓᜶ᛲॷਖ៙ᬁᜏࡉᬷᤥӝἷࣅᐁ᧗ ѬӝἸ
ᄊҒ۳ࡏᮏ᫈ౄ༬ᴝஔ૿Ἳ̵ښᄊஃેʾἻੈ̓ੱथ
ᄊᝠѳᖍ४थࡔࡍᄊԻǍட˔ᜉξᄊࢺሮᠠၹἻЛ
ᠻԠˁНᄞᄊþТখˁС̚ÿᝠѳᄊ̥ؓ᫂Ꮠᄊਪ
ਧ૬ᡃἻੈ̓ᒱ៙Ǎ

ଢᰴ឴иᑟҧᝠѳ
ːࣲҒੈ̓ळᤉ̀ᔮѹਓиͻិሮǍੈ̓ॢᰴУᄺ
҂ߦၷ̓˸ߦښʽԩ४ᄊᤉ൦Ǎܳߦၷ᛫ᇨ̵̰̓

ѹਓиͻᝠѳ˗ܸܸԪᄞǍ̵̓Ի̿ఞߦੇ߹ڡݞಣ
ᄊͻˊἻ̵̓ᄊੇ˷దਫ਼ஈؓǍ
ࣲѺἻੈ̓नݽळКӨគߚិሮὊ̓ੈ˞ڂ
ᄺ҂ᡕᡕܳᄊߦၷᭊ᜶ᮩܱᄊࣟҰߦ˸֗ଂଧӨ
Ǎੈ̓ᐐឰ̀ʷͯᝫጷదጉᄊӨᏥ࣎Ἳݝᎄᣤ̀
ʷ˔ႀᓬूӑិጸੇᄊӨឦិሮἻ̿ʷࣲᄊᫎஔ
૿Ǎੈ࣏̓మᤰે፞֗വӑᄊஔߦἻԻ̿ࣟҰߦ
ၷ̓ߦ˸Ύၹ۳వᄊӨឈලἻ̿Χᝨ̵̓ښᤂၹӨ
ఞదηॷǍ

ᎂፇదਓ˧ᄊ͗ͧТጇ
ΰឦឭὉ۲Щʷ˔ߧߕᭊ᜶үրட˔ేࣻǍੈ̓ᄊր
ࢺʷᄰᒱҧˁՊᇫӝ͗ͧሥౝՌͻἻСՏ˞ߧߕ̓ᎂ
ᤵఞܳǌఞ˘ࠝᄊߦ˸ဗ֗ܒၷำʹᰎǍ
ࠒڎྭࡍᥙឰੈ̓ᄊߦၷἻ ښథெ֗థ
ெѬѿԠழҫڹᬷᥫӰྭᯞ֗ழҫࠒڎڹӰྭᯞǍ
ᤈːᄊἻᝨߦၷ̓ఞҫ̀ᝍੈڎᄊᥫԋԾ
ԣХԧᛡᄊՊመᥫᇾὊ̿ԣழҫڹᄊԋԾǍᄺ҂ߧߕ
̓УᒱҺҺᄊߦ˸̀ᝍԝᄊԋԾἻ௧᭤ᴂᓂ̡
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ॷᄊǍੈ̓ງηἻᝨߧߕ̰࠵ࡃᝣគˀՏᄊӑ֗᥌
̗Ἳ۲Щ̵̓ᄊУᡚ֗ൕᠶগएἻ௧᭤ᄊ᧘᜶ᄊǍ

ֶᄊ҄ͻሮἻˀ̩ᝨߧߕ̓थቡఞጋࠛᄊᐏጇἻ˷
ଢӤ̵̀̓ᤰᓨషͻֶ᛫ᒭࣂᄊηॷǍ

ᬔ̀̀ᝍࠒڎᄊྭܱἻੈ̓˷ᝨߦၷ̓ˁۢᬣᄊ
Գʷ˔˗ॷüၷ֑Տᛡڪýᄊࣲ̡᫂ܣᤉᛡ̉үˁ̔
ืἻ࣏మᘨஔߧߕ̓ü࠴᧘֗ӊࠔýᄊ͉ϙǍ
ߧߕࣲ̡̓֗᫂ܣʷᡑᤉᛡ̀ॢܳำүἻݠὉښ
థெ̆ໝ๒າஊ᮳ኚἻ᧙ᯀ֗နὊథெʷ
ᡑࣼᇷ˗ሗᓬ֗థெᄊڙមᓬึࠫǍߧߕ̓
ښᒭࣂᄊᝮ᧗Ἳᝮै̵̀̓ൔ˭ᄊАἻՏἻ˷
᛫̵̀̓రॠˁࣲ̡᫂ܣᑟܵгᐑᄊॷܦǍ

ᬔ̀ద͘ˁࣲ̡᫂̉ܣүܱἻߧߕ̓˷ద͘ˁ
ᒭܸߦ֗Ѻጟߦᬓᄊ᭟࠶ࣲᤉᛡ̀ܳదਓ˧ᄊำ
үǍݠὉߧߕ̓Ԡҫ̀ႀழҫڎڹቡܸߦߦၷጸጻ
ᄊ˞రːܹᄊʹᐲ̾ܮᖹǌழҫڹኮေܸߦጸጻᄊڄ
ǌ߷ॴᤦѺጟߦᬓ˟ҩ˞రːܹᄊü˭ᰴý
ᝠ֗ᓂᢜិሮǌӨ˗Ѻጟߦᬓᄊ˗˺ขိǌԣࠄ
ᴝࡰѺጟߦᬓᄊڄǍᤰᤈ̏ำүἻߧߕ̓
ˀ̩̚Ԫˀ࠶ᄊൔ˭АἻ˷ߦ˸҂ڄድᇸ̡֗ᬅ
ТጇᑟǍԳʷவ᭧ἻߦၷঃਝࢺͻᏨ˷ᤰੈ̓
րࢺᄊૉ֗ԦᯠἻܸܸଢᰴ̀ᝠѳ֗ੰᛡำүᄊᑟ
ҧǍ

ښἻੈ᜶ਖ៙ঃਝࢺͻᏨ֗Պ˔˟ҩӭͯᄊஃેˁ
ՌͻἻХ௧ᔮӨѺᬓ֗࣎ᔵߦᬓᄊՏߦὊ௧̵̓ᢄ
ᡤᄊԠˁΨੇ̀ᤈ̏ำүἻ˞ᤈ̏ำүܙਓ˧Ǎ
ԝࣲӡʷథἻੈ̓ᤇүրߧߕ̓Ԡҫ̀ˌӒᇫӝԧ࡙
ေ̃͘ጸጻᄊྲܬำүἻ̿ߧߕ̓ᄊѹͻ˞ͰஆК
ࠒऑኢ൜Ǎߧߕ̓ښʷ˔థЯѹͻ̀˔̿þᇫӝድ
ᇸÿ˞˟ᮥᄊᓨషֶǍ̵̓˞ᒭࣂᄊੇ౧ਖ҂ᒭ៸Ἳ
ՏἻ˷ॢᰴУᑟܵ˞ᇫӝѣʷ͋ҧǍੈ̓ᄱηᓨష

ᬤᅌ˗ॷቇᫎ֗ஷᄊஈؓἻੈ̓ᝠѳښళʷࣲ˞
ఞܳᄊߦቨଢΙҬǍੈ̓͘ፙ፞ԧ࡙ࠄၹᄊॷិ
ሮἻˁࠒ᫂ἻঃਝࢺͻᏨ֗ᇫӝࠛѭՌͻἻСՏѹᤵ
ʷ˔ᓢݞᄊဗܒἻΎੈ̓ᄊߧߕϤकἻঌ˭Ἳᒭηڡ
ੇ᫂Ǎ

`  ΰឦឭ۲Щʷ˔ߧߕᭊ᜶үրட˔ేࣻǍ
ੈ̓ᄊրࢺʷᄰᒱҧˁՊᇫӝ͗ͧሥౝՌͻὊ
СՏ˞ߧߕ̓ᎂᤵఞܳǌఞ˘ࠝᄊߦ˸ဗ֗ܒၷำʹᰎǍ a
~  ͐ˠᗩ࠵ݾ
Ցມۢᬣߦၷ੬ኮ˗ॷ˟ኮ
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Ց

ມۢᬣߦቨ੬ኮ˗ॷᒱҧ̆ஃે֗ࠛѭڡˁࠒ
᫂ՌͻἻ˞ߦቨଢΙతݞᄊੇ᫂ဗ˸ߦ֗ܒ
͘ἻΎੈ̓ᄊߧߕϤकੇ᫂Ἳఞঌ˭Ἳᒭη֗దु
ভǍ
ੈ̓˷ˀஆᬷඇ֗ߧߕᄊԦᯠˁਓǍԝࣲੈ̓
ᄊࣲएូಊ४҂̀᭤ݞᄊԦᯠǍਫ਼దࠒ᫂ࠫ˗ॷᄊ
ஷਖ҂໘ਓἻᝣ˞߲̓ᡜ̿ஃેߧߕᄊߦ˸֗ԧ
࡙Ǎ̵̓ᤇࠫ˗ॷጸጻᄊำүቢᡑܸ̀ઠૉἻᝀ४ำ
үదҰ̆ߧߕᄊԧ࡙Ǎࠒ᫂̓˷ਖ៙րࢺἻ ࣳᝣՏ
րࢺ̓ᄊ᠈Ǎ̵̓ॢᰴУᄺ҂ᒭࣂᄊߧߕঌ˭֗ద
ᇪ᠂Ǎᒰ̆ߧߕ̓Ἳፐ̡ܸܳ؞ൔ˗ॷᄊำүἻࢺ
ͻ̡րἻనԤԣਫ਼ଢΙᄊᮼྭǍ
ੈ̓ਇၹʼ˔ΓߕἻឭੈ̓ᄊ੬ኮ˗ॷࠫߧߕ̗ၷ
ᄊሥౝॖ־Ǎ˞̀δઐሓᬥἻʾ᭧̃˗ʼ˔ߧߕᄊ
Րߚᦐˀ௧ᄾࠄᄊǍ
߷ᤔߦښᴔҒᜂចலదฌਓҧᎥᬞ֗ܳүჂ
ἷ"%)%ἸǍ ࣲѺฌвКߦՑˀˤἻ̵ᜂԧဘ
ˀᑟ̰ˁᥖ߶˗ॷᄊѷ֗҄एǍ̵ፃॷ˗ښЯ
ࣰХ̵Տߦ֗ᤵੇໍǍࢺͻ̡րॢᬲኮေ̵ᄊᛡ
˞Ǎ
ࢺͻ̡րదஊफ̵ἻԂˁ߷ᤔᄊඇᤉᛡ̀ܳᝧ
Ἳ̿Χఞ̀ڡݞᝍᤈ˔ߧߕǍੈ̓ᄊڄၹ̀ː˔
థᄊᫎἻ࠽ត̀ˀՏவขळ߷ᤔἻՑἻ߷ᤔ
ᄊৱцጼ̆దਫ਼ஈؓ̀Ǎ̵ᑟܵᥖ॰ૉᇨἻگʽᣗ᫂
ᄊᫎ߹ੇ̵ᄊͻˊǍᄬҒἻ߷ᤔ˷͵ݠ˸ߦښ
ˁ̡̔ड़Ǎᄺ҂߷ᤔᄊஈؓἻ̵ᄊඇ֗ੈ̓Лʹᄊ
ࢺͻ̡րᦐਖ҂ӡѬᄊൕਨǍХ௧߷ᤔᄊݥݥἻݝ
ဘࡃښԻ̿˄ॷࢺͻἻˀၹѬઞঊЈߕᄊ᫈ᮥ̀Ǎ

᭛ˍᄊඇ̞௧ʷ˔ӭᢶඇ̞Ἳᭊ᜶ѣܱࢺͻ፥ેၷ
ᝠǍेݝᄊࠒऑࢺݙቊཀྵଢѣ᜶රᣯᐌˀࣰἻ᭛
ˍᄊݥݥʷ˨ᫎข҂ᤠՌᄊݙᮇణἻద
ં᭛ˍఇ੬̆ߦၷ੬ኮ˗ॷǍ᭛ˍ̰దᤉ੬Ј
ਫ਼ੋߦၷ੬ኮ˗ॷἻᏫ˅Ἳ˔ݝভЯՔࠏᏃἻѺ˗
ॷἻˀ˸ਅᏆʹၷำἻ௭४ಫಫˀКǍՑॷ˗ښ
ࢺͻ̡րᄊྖॷˁᴂҵʾἻ᭛ˍᤪຒᤠऄ̀˗ॷᄊʷ
ѭǍʷ˔థՑἻඇ̞ᙊཀྵᐐឰ̀ழᄊݙἻ᭛ˍԂڲ
ે᜶ፙ፞႑ښ੬ኮ˗ॷἻࣃݝ˞ڂፃ̔̀ழᄊనԤἻ
؞˷ݝൔ˗ॷᄊำү֗ᮼྭքἰ
ᯱБ̰ՏߦᄊѬ̚˗Ἳࠫۢᬣ੬ኮ˗ॷᄊำү̗ၷУ
ᡚἻ̆௧Ἳ̵᜶රݥݥᝨ̵ߦښಣϜర߷ଆ̵ҫК
˗ॷἻ̿ΧᑟܵԠˁᤈ̏ำүǍߦಣϜరՑἻᯱБ
хࠀፙ፞႑ʾǍᯱБᄊߦ˸۳ᆩˀሷἻᡐˀ
ʽߦಣᄊҪិǍ̵ᄊඇ˷దᑟҧፌˁ̵ಫܱᄊ
ࣟҰǍҫК˗ॷՑἻᯱБԂ४҂ࢺͻ̡ր֗˧ࢺᄊࣟ
ҰἻˀͮҪិᤉ൦̀Ἳ̵˷̔̀ॢܳழనԤἻᯱБঌ
˭ܳ̀Ǎ
ੈ̓ງງᄱηඈʷ˔ߧߕᦐӡѬࠃᄊἻ̵̓ᦐ௧࿘
ʷ̄ᄊǍੈ̓ࢺͻ̡րᦐ͘ቪࡊਫ਼ᑟἻࣟҰඈʷ˔
ߧߕ֗˸ߦښᑟவ᭧ἻЍѬԧ̵̓ՊᒭᄊᑟҧǍ

ࣲएЛࣲҬ̡



ࣲएழၷ̡



ࣱکඈథҬ̡



ᖍ4$'"ษ̡
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䇔ᒬݯᮉ㛢ਁኅᯩੁ
Ѫᆼᡀԫ࣑㘼ࣚ࣋н៸

˞

̀юܬԁ࠲˚ᄊüழҫߦڹҒஔᐲᝣ
ýᄊᠫಫࠀἻ᳡ฉႂۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷښᤈʷ
ࣲ᧗᧫ࠫិሮˁ˗ॷவ᧫ᤉᛡ̀᧘ழѳ֗ೝᝧǍښ
ᮏ᫈ᄊөҰʾἻЛʹրࢺʷՏ˞˗ॷલࠀழᄊਝఀἻ
Ύ֑ˁॷ͉ϙǍ
˗ॷᄊਝఀ௧˞ࣷЈଢΙ۲ᐲভᄊဗܒᝨ̵̡̓ښ
ၷᄊᡑᡫགʽᮗЏǍੈ̓˷ቡঃ̆ᛡ˗ॷᄊΎ֑Ἳ
ଢΙ͖᠏ᄊិሮ̿ஃેࣷЈᄊЛவͯԧ࡙Ἳࣳ۲Щ
ࣷЈᆸᄊ᥋ॴ͉ϙǍܱἻ˗ॷ࠲ౝҧᛡ˔پ
ॷ͉ϙἻѬѿ˞ü࠴᧘ýǌüបηýǌüѬ̚ý֗üՏ
ေॷýǍ

ᝠЛ᭧ԧ࡙ិሮ
˞̀ࠄဘ˗ॷᄊਝఀᝨࣷЈ̡ښၷᄊᡑᡫགʽᮗЏἻ
˗ॷਫ਼ଢΙᄊិሮ࠲ᅌ᧘̆ࣷЈᄊЛ᭧ԧ࡙Ἳᝨ̵̓
੪ʾʷ˔ݞᄊ۳ᆩ˞࠲ϢюܬǍ˗ॷᤰ˟ᮥஔߦ
ښʷࣲ᧗๘ԣ˟ܸ˔پᮥἻᏫ៰៰ိᒰࣷሳ̄ိښ๘
ԣՏʷ˔ܸ˟ᮥ࠲దˀՏᄊᅌ᧘གǍ˗ॷਫ਼ᤥહᄊ
˟ܸپᮥˁࣷЈᄊၷำৌৌᄱТἻᝨ̵̓ఞࠔᄊં
ᅼគˁྀᄊဗྭ̡̃֗ܒϢᩗଌǍិሮᄊำү࠲፬
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ՌО˔ߦ˸ᮗ۫ἻӊüࠆᎿˁѹਓ᛫ýǌüଊጊ
ˇႍýǌüឦᝓᑟҧýǌüүͻᑟԧ࡙ýǌüഐ
ঐˁᝠካᑟҧý֗üᇫ̔ˁৱኮေᑟýǍ
ᢶ˞˄ˊᄊࣷЈஔ࣎Ἳੈ̓ᄊ᠊͊ˀӭӭ௧ಬ۲ࣷЈ
ߦښషவ᭧࠲ᑟܵᚸК࠵ߦិሮἻੈ̓ఞॹᮌᝨ̵
̓˞ళᄊၷำϢݞюܬǍʷ˔̡ᄊηঐᤰˁХᛡ
˞௧ʷᒱᄊἻਫ਼̿ੈ̓ॹᮌ̰࠵˞ࣷЈ༟ᣥᆸᄊ
͉ϙࣳஔ̵̓͵ݠऄၹښெၷำ˗ǍʷԲእӭ
ᄊü៙៙ý֗üࠫˀᡑýᡜ̿௭ᇨࣷЈ௧աదᑟҧੋ
ਝˀਝਓˁ̵̡ᤉᛡᤰ֗थቡԤែǍࣷЈᭊ̀ᝍ̵
̓ᄊʷᝓʷᛡ̵̡ࠫ͘ᤵੇʷࠀᄊॖ־Ǎ˞̀۲Щࣷ
Јᄊ᥋ॴਓគἻඈ˔ိጟᄊិሮ࠲ӊඈևʷᄊֶ
ಫஔᐲ֗üʼߚፃýǍੈ̓˷˞ࣷሳ̄ိѣॷေϤ
कˁৱኮေᄱТᄊិሮǍ

थቡʷ˔֗ूڲЦіᐑҧᄊڄ
˞̀˘ࠝࣷЈᄊߦ˸ፃᰎἻᏥ࣎࣋ښᎶߦ˸ဗܒἻ
ᝠѳ֗ࠄஷិሮவ᭧੶Т᪄ভᄊᝈᓤǍ˞Ἳ˗ॷ
˞րࢺ۲ᝫଢῚਪਧᄊᮕካἻ̿ଢᰴஔ࣎ᄊ˄ˊ
ᑟҧǍᄬҒἻ˗ॷదːͯᏥ࣎ࣃઑ឴ࣷЈஔᐲߦߦܣ
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ͯἻᏫЛᮩߦᠠ˷ႀ˗ॷᡂҰǍ˗ॷ˷ᤥ̀ʷͯᏥ
࣎ԠҫࣷЈ۲ᐲᎸ˟ҩᄊ˄ˊ۲ᝫᝠѳἻសᝠѳ˞
ʼࣲἻᖍᤥᄊᏥ࣎ᬔ̀̚ద۲ᝫܱ͘ἻఞԻ̿ᖍԩ
ᮩܱᄊݒҵǍ

˗ॷ࠲ᝠѳఞܳ͘ᝨࠒ᫂ԠˁࣷЈᄊߦ˸Ǎဘ
ᄊᝠѳ௧ᴂҵࠒ᫂ॷ˗ښЯ˞ࣷЈᝠʷ̏ำүἻݠ
ཚᯉǌᓂᢜǌᝯ̃Ǎ

ᬔ̀˞Ꮵ࣎ଢΙ۲ᝫ͘Ἳ̿ଢᰴ̵̓ᄊ˄ˊጉ᠏
ܱἻրࢺ˨ᫎښथቡᓢݞᄊࢺͻТጇˁᳮ˷ݏ௧ᒰТ
᧘᜶ᄊǍඈևੈ̓ᄊᏥ࣎̓͘ᐑᬷښʷᡑѬ̚ஔߦॷ
४Ǎᤈ˔߷ଆࠫ̆ழᄊੋదፃᰎᄊᏥ࣎ᄱेదࣟ
ҰǍᬔ˨ܱἻՏጟᄊိጟᏥ࣎ඈᬦːև͘ʷᡑ˞ិ
ሮ֗ஔࠉኮေவ᭧ᤉᛡᝧǍᤰᤈ̏߷ଆἻੈ࣏̓
మښՏ̃˨ᫎथቡü̉ᄱߦ˸ˁሓѬ̚ýᄊድᇸἻ
ࣳᝨድᇸੇ˞˗ॷᄊʷ˔ӑǍ

ˁᇫӝथቡᐏጇ

˞̀ࠫᣭӃࢺͻᄊրࢺ᛫ਖ៙ˁ᧘Ἳ˗ॷ͘˞ඈ
ʷͯրࢺࣼᇷၷெἻࡃϸ˞ᒭࣂࠒ̡ࣼၷʷನǍੈ̓
࣏మᑟܵᖹᤵʷ˔ঌ˭֗ϤकᄊࢺͻဗܒἻᝨրࢺఞ
దॆ࡛ਖἻં˗ॷेੇᒭࣂᄊኄ̄˔ࠒǍ

ำү˞ࣷЈଢῚࠃᄊߦ˸ፃᰎἻᝨ̵̓ښʷ
˔ᄾࠄᄊဗ᧗ܒଊጊˁᤂၹਫ਼ߦᄊᅼគǍࣷЈ˷Ի̿
ᤰ̉͘ᄱ̔ื֗ߦ˸Ἳਫ਼̿ำүᄊ߷ଆᜂ
˞ࣷЈ˸ߦښᄊ᧘᜶҉Ǎښඈ˔ߦరἻိጟᏥ࣎
࠲˞ࣷЈ߷ଆʷำүἻᏫำүᄊᄬᄊ௧˞̀
҂ˁ˟ᮥᄱТᄊߦ˸ᄬಖǍ̿ड़ᄊڡགӊழ
ҫڹሙߦᯞǌழҫڹϤकΨᤉࡍǌүྭڇǌܮඝྫྷᎽ
ڤǌ̻ຬດڤǌˌ๒ࢀН߷ЛНڇǍ
˞̀ᝨࣷሳ̄ိᄊࣷЈᑟܵఞᮋѾᄊᚸК࠵ߦἻ˗
ॷˁఅ࠵ߦՌͻᝨࣷЈ҂࠵ߦԠἻࣳԠˁʷ̏ำ
үǍత̾ࣷЈరॠᄊ௧ᑟܵ̿ᄊᮕካἻښᏥ࣎ᄊө
ҰʾἻ҂࠵ߦᄊᮼ۶ᒭࣂ᠔˼ӥᯀǍ

ࠒڇՌͻ
ࠒ᫂௧ࣷЈᄊթᗜᏥ࣎Ἳਫ਼੶ᄊᝈᓤ௧᭤᧘᜶
ᄊǍ˞̀ҫूࠒ᫂ˁ˗ॷᄊՌͻἻੈ̓ˡҩ̀ʷ̏ำ
үᴂҵࠒ᫂ᄊԠˁǍԝࣲἻ˗ॷᥙឰࠒ᫂Ғˁੈ
̓ʷՏࣼᇷࣼڎெǍᏥ࣎̓˞ኖѳ̀ˀՏᄊၳഛ
Ἳ࣏మᝨࠒ᫂ˁࣷЈదఞܳᄊ̉үǍᤈ̏ၳഛ
˞ࠒ᫂̓ࣜ̀ЈᄊᎿॺڀݞἻᏫࠒ᫂˷ሥౝ
ᄊˁߧߕઆКǍਫ਼ኖѳᄊӊüૅᆃߕýǌ
üᢋߕýǌüᮻý
ǌ
üᣁᬂᛃýǍ
˗ॷ˷ښඈ˔ߦరఴ߷ଆʷ˔ü̞ߕெýἻᏫำүெ
రࣃ੪ӿॷ˗ښᄊࣲ͈̃ԋǍଢҒ߷ଆ̞ߕெᄊெర
௧˞̀வΧࠒ᫂ឰϜҒˁࣷЈʷՏԠˁำүǍੈ̓
࣏మώำүҫງࠒ᫂ࠫ˗ॷិሮᄊ̀ᝍἻ֗ࣷЈښ
˗ॷ᧗ᄊߦ˸ৱцǍ
ࣲ̭ښᄊкԋழࣲࣼᇷ͘Ἳ˗ॷᥙឰࠒ᫂ʷՏࣼᇷǍ
ᠶ̀ඈ˔ိጟࣜᄊ᛫ՑἻࠒ᫂˷ˁࣷЈʷᡑ̚
ၹ༢ᩞӥᯀǍੈ̓᜶ਖ៙ચቇѣࣞᄊܳͯࠒ᫂Ǎ

˗ॷ˷ˁழҫڹϤकΨᤉࡍదጋࠛᄊՌͻТጇǍඈ
ࣲἻ˗ॷᦐ͘ᤁїጸϤकΨᤉࡍᄊ̡ր˞ࣷЈˡҩ
ʷ̏Ϥकவ᭧ᄊำүǍำүᄊᄬᄊ௧˞̀ळᡑࣷЈښ
ϤकᯍᮼἻӼၷἻᅋᦊϤक֗ᑿӼၷவ᭧ᄊਓគǍ
ᬔ˨ܱἻழҫڹϤकΨᤉࡍ˷˞˗ॷଢῚϤक
ᯍᮼᄊ֧វἻөҰ˗ॷ˞ࣷЈюܬᖹЩἻϤक֗Ꮏ֊
ᄊᯍᮼǍੈ̓ࣃࣲ̭ښథெᤰϤकΨᤉࡍᄊࠆ
ἻښଢΙࣷЈϤकᯀᮼவ᭧ᖍ४ᝣԻǍ
ࣲ̭ښథெἻՑມۢᬣࠒऑҬ˗ॷˡҩ̀ʷ
˔üᰴၳഛᤁழࣲýᄊࣲيӨำүǍښˁࡐඟʷՏ
ࣼᇷкԋழࣲᄊेЈἻᤈᮊำүᄊԳʷ˔˟᜶ᄬᄊ௧
˞̀͜üथቡूڲˁЦ᭽ভᄊࠒऑýᄊηৌǍ͘ڤ
ᄊХ˗ʷᮊ࡙ᇨ௧ႀੈ̓ࣷሳʷိᄊ࠵నԤಪüঌ
˭ࠒऑýᄊ˟ᮥἻਫ਼ѹͻᄊႇͻǍࣷሳ̄ိᄊ࠵నԤ
ѷ˞ࡐඟࣜ̀ᓂ࿚ˁᓂᢜ᛫Ǎᤈ˔Ԡˁᄊࠫ͘
ੈ̓ᄊࣷЈᏫᝓἻ௧መదᡚˁᬲᄊʹᰎǋښˀˤ
ᄊ࠲Ἳੈ࣏̓మښᏥ࣎֗ࠒ᫂ᄊஃેʾἻᝨߧߕፙ
፞ద͘ԠˁᇫӝࢺͻǍ

`  ᢶ˞˄ˊᄊࣷЈஔ࣎Ὂੈ̓ᄊ᠊͊ˀӭӭ௧ಬ۲ࣷЈ

ߦښషவ᭧࠲ᑟܵᚸК࠵ߦិሮὊ
ੈ̓ఞॹᮌᝨ̵̓˞ళᄊၷำϢݞюܬǍ a
~  ᬈˠԇ࠵ݾ
᳡ฉႂۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷಣ᫂
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㔗㔝ᨀّᵚ䴘㔨㕚
ᢙབྷᴽ࣑㖁䇙ᴤཊ䮯㘵ਇᜐ

ၷ

֑ՏᛡڪᤀКኄࣲپᄊҬἻੈ̓ፙ፞̿ஃે
᫂Ꮸᄊþ˭ำÿˁþؓጼÿ˞Ύ֑Ǎᬔ̀өҰ
᫂ᏨኤᎸՊመᄱТข॥͈֗ᮕЏઐေᝠѳἻၷ֑Տ
ᛡ˷ڪˡҩదᄞ᫂ᏨᢶॷᄊำүἻᝨ᫂Ꮸำѣʷ˔ᒭ
ηᒭ࠴దਓ˧ᄊ̡ၷǍ

НСஔᐲὉᧈᝀἻଌጪˁᛡү
᠉ښࣲएἻၷ֑ՏᛡੇڪҪˡҩ̀ڤՊ˔
˟ᮥᄊНСஔᐲᝯऐἻ̿ஔᐲ᫂Ꮸ̀ᝍՊመ˚ጼюܬ
ᄊข॥͈ǍѣࣞՊНСஔᐲᝯऐᄊ᫂Ꮸܳ
̡ǍХ˗తབྷ᫃ᄊþેˤ૿ి˺ÿᝯऐ Ἳੈ̓ࣃੇ
Ҫ˟ҩ̀ ڤἻᝨՐզ͕̰˗ᖍᄞǍ
ښၷ֑ՏᛡڪἻੈ̓ˀԶѬ̚దТؓጼюܬᄊՊመᠫ
Ἳੈ̓˷ଢΙʷባर͈ኤᎸҬἻөҰ᫂Ꮸੰᛡ
̵̓ᄊਓਝˁᝠѳǍښ᫂Ꮸզᝯऐ˨ՑἻੈ̓өҰ
̵̓߷ଆኤᎸదТ͈ἻݠὉႂឰેˤ૿ి˺Ἳኤ
ᎸᮕЏӞႥૉᇨἻੋᏨᝡቡ᥌ٗǍ᠉ښࣲए
రᫎἻੈ̓ࣃөҰᡔͯ᫂Ꮸં̵̓ᄊᧈᝀӑ˞
ᛡүǍᬔ̀ข॥͈Ἳᒭࣲథ͋नݽἻੈ̓न
࡙̀ᮕЏѳՑ̃ᄊழҬἻࣳࣃөҰͯ᫂ᏨᮕЏ
ંՑ̃ѳݞǍ
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ࢺͻڪὉনҒਇՑǌၷ֑ڀᮏǌѳؓጼ
þၷ֑ڀᮏÿߦ˸࠵ጸᤰڀᮏ̡ၷἻᝨ᫂Ꮸఞଌ
ጪᒭࣂᄊԝ  ࣳఞሥౝ᭧ࠫဘښᄊၷำǍþѳؓ
ጼÿߦ˸࠵ጸஔᐲᤰনᏦళἻᝨ᫂Ꮸ̓ఞनஊᄊ
ᝧదТ൫̒ᄊិᮥἻ̿ΧᑟఞᒭηᄊՔ̞Ԥ᛫̵
̓ᒭࣂᄊਓਝˁᄺขǍੈ̓ˀԶښၷ֑Տᛡ˟ڪҩ
ߦ˸࠵ጸἻՏ˷ંᤈᮊำүࣜ҂ᇫӝХ̵ᄊǍ
ࣲ̰థ͋नݽἻၷ֑ՏᛡڪԠˁ̀ࠒڎሉѾေ
̃͘ᠫҰᄊ࠵یᮏ֧᫈វᝠѳἻ̿ҫूþၷ֑ঊߦ
˸࠵ጸÿᄊરၷࢺͻǍᤰМ˔థᄊ֧វἻੈ̓᧘ழ
ࠆសߦ˸࠵ጸᄊཥགἻࣳ᧘ழ֑Ր˞þѳؓጼߦ
˸࠵ጸÿǍੈ̓˷ᘨடေѣఞᆸᄊࢺͻืሮ֗
҄ͻ̀Քܱࠈ͜ߦ˸࠵ጸᄊࠈ͜ᆁྟ֗ࠈ͜ӭसǍ̆
௧Ἳၷ֑ՏᛡڄڪવదఞЍѬᄊᅼគˁηॷંþ
ѳؓጼߦ˸࠵ጸÿ ̮ፌᇫӝ͗ͧ̓̀Ǎ
ੈ̓ᄊڄࣃࣲښథ̆၌ᥧઢᐁஔ͘ЩᏥ
͘ੇҪરӂ҂ၷ֑Տᛡܱ̿ڪᄊՐԠҫᏨǍ)$"
ਞখઐေெᫎ˗ॷ˷దͯჁԤ߹ੇ̀ၷ֑ڀᮏߦ˸
࠵ጸἻࣳద̡ѣࣞᮕЏઐေᝠѳᝯऐǍᬔ˨ܱἻ
ੈ̓ᤇՔழҫڹ$IFTIJSF )PNFἻ5SBOT ӈᗀࠒऑ
Ҭ˗ॷἻ5SBOT 'PDVT ˗ॷἻ๒ᣙ˗ॷἻ᳡ฉႂ
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`  ᬔ̀өҰ᫂ᏨኤᎸՊመᄱТข॥͈֗ᮕЏઐေᝠѳὊ

ၷ֑Տᛡ˷ڪˡҩదᄞ᫂ᏨᢶॷᄊำүὊ
ᝨ᫂Ꮸำѣʷ˔ᒭηᒭ࠴దਓ˧ᄊ̡ၷǍ a
~  Ѷࠂᔄܣݙ
ၷ֑Տᛡڪፃေ

ۢᬣ੬Ј˗ॷ  3&"$) ˭ᴔ˗ॷἻ˞̵̓նՊᮊ
ؓጼюܬНСஔᐲᝯऐǍࣲ̆థᒰெἻੈ
̓˷Ԡˁႀำᡤ˭ᴔ˟ҩᄊþΈܸ࡙ی͘ÿἻ
̮ፁੈ̓ᄊҬἻੈ̓ᄊͯСծळ̡̀҂Ԡ
Ǎڄᄊᐌր֗᫂Ꮸ˧ࢺ̓ἻښˁН̡͕ܣѬ̚ద
Тၷ֑ՏᛡڪҬᄊᠫவ᭧Ἳˀ᥌ҧǍ

ᬔἻੈ̓˷߷ଆ̀ܳᬦ̽̔ืិሮᝨ᫂Ꮸ֗᭟࠶
ࣲСՏߦ˸ἻΓݠໝ๒ڵ܁ԣࣼᇷ˗ሗᓬἻ᫂Ꮸ
̓ద֗͘Ցມۢᬣߦቨ੬ኮ˗ॷᄊ࠵ߦၷ֗ᔮӨѺ
ጟߦᬓᄊ᭟࠶ࣲ̉ү̔ืǍᤰ˟ҩఅᑟិሮἻ
ழҫڎڹቡܸߦᄊߦၷ̓ੇ˞ஔጷǍ᫂Ꮸ̓ᦐӡѬབྷ
ᛲՔࣲ᭟̡ଊᅼఅᑟᄊՊመҪᑟǍ

ᬔ̀ːᮊ˟᜶ᄊߦ˸࠵ጸἻᒭழҫڹေࢺߦᬓᄊː
ͯࠄ˸ၷἷ˟ξॷေߦˁऄၹқߦጇἺ̮ʷᮊ
ழᄊߦ˸࠵ጸǍԠҫþখைߦ˸࠵ጸÿᄊ᫂Ꮸ̓ᤰ
ᮃ˭֗үͻἻԬᤘ֗Ѭ̵̓̚ड़ᄊᎿݞАǍनݽ
Ἳ᫂Ꮸ̓ᦐᣗեᗨ֗δ႑ǍፃఌᢶՑἻܸࠒᦐ̚
Ԫऄၹқ̡ࣜˁ̡˨ᫎᄊᤌፇἻ̔ืˁພᯰǍ

ፙ፞ำѣʷ˔దਓ˧ᄊ᳧ࣲӨࠫδેॷေϤक௧ॢ
᧘᜶ᄊǍڂἻੈ̓ᴂҵੈ̓ᄊ͘րἻࡊԻᑟሥౝᄊ
Ѭ̵̓̚ᄊᅼគἻᑟˁፃᰎǍ͘ր̓Ԫᴂҵ˟ે͘
րำүἻࣜᮗՊᮊУᡚ࠵ጸἻӊ࿘ߚἻখ
ைൡజൕᠶ֗឴˺͘Ǎ౽̏᫂Ꮸ˧ࢺ᠈ѣ̵̓ᄊ
̮ᫎழᄊำүἻ Γ੶ݠᮕЏઐေᝠѳܸΎᄊ
ᝈᓤ̿ϴӑᮕЏઐေᝠѳ ᄊᝧ ἻөҰ᫂Ꮸ߹ੇኤ
ᎸેˤԪి˺ἻښΈ࡙͘ʽ̮ፁၷ֑Տᛡڪᄊ
ҬǍ౽̏᫂Ꮸ˧ࢺᤇᤰ੪ႃភТখਨ᫈ˀำᡤᄊ
͘րǍ

ঌ˭ၷำǌำѣድ॑
ၷ֑Տᛡڪᄊ͘րࣲ̭ࣃፃ̡̰ܙ᫂ᒰ̡Ǎ
˞ࣹ̀Ϥकၷำˁིᮏ᫂Ꮸᄊᢶॷ༧ϤकἻੈ̓
˟ҩ̀ᮊழិሮἻӊ45&1ࣱᛦᤂүិሮἻ᳧
ࣲӨᎿˠˁఅਦិሮἻঐិሮἻऺپ၁ိἻ֗
ܳХ̵దТδϤˁ᠉ҬኮေᄊᝯऐǍ

ښड़Ցᄊːʼࣲ᧗Ἳၷ֑Տᛡ͘ڪፙ፞ંüଢொ
ѳǌ߷ౣঊýᄊηৌ͜ፌఞܳᄊ᫂ᏨἻ˷ܸ͘
ੈ̓ᄊᐏጇᎪፏἻˁఞܳᄱТ̮ፁੈ̓ᄊҬἻ
Ҭරᝨఞܳ᫂ᏨᖍᄞǍ
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ኤᎸҬ

Ԡҫ̡
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ᮕЏѳՑ̃









өҰҩေᄱТҬ



࠵ጸˁࢺͻڪ
ߦ˸࠵ጸ˟ᮥ

࠵ጸᄬ

߹ੇិሮ̡

ำүੇ

ၷ֑ڀᮏࢺͻڪ

 ˔



 Ր᫂Ꮸ̰Ԧনᒭࣂᄊ̡ၷ˗Ԫৼ
 Ր᫂Ꮸదఞ᭧ᄊၷำগए

ѳؓጼࢺͻڪ

 ˔



 Ր᫂Ꮸࠫ൫̒ᄱТ̃ࠂકఞଌጪᄊগए
 Ր᫂Ꮸᖍ४ˁ̞Ԥេ൫̒ᄱТ̃ࠂᄊᤰ
ࢼ

þখைÿ ú
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 ˔



Х̵ำү
ெర

ำү

Ԡҫ̡

ࣲథ҂థ

45&1 ࣱᛦᤂүិሮ 



ࣲథெ

అᑟိ ኄᣃ



ࣲథெ

ᬦ̽̔ืำү ú ໝ๒ڵ܁



ࣲథெ

అᑟိ ኄᣃ



ࣲథெ

̔͘˭־ൕᠶ



ࣲథெ

ႃॖൕᠶ͘ú þʷదͿÿ



ࣲథெ

ᬦ̽̔ืำү ú ࣼᇷ˗ሗᓬ



ࣲథᒰథ

ऺپ၁ိ



ࣲథᒰథ

ঐិሮ



ࣲథெ

ᬦ̽̔ืำү ú ࣼᇷڙមᓬ



ࣲథெ

ႃॖൕᠶ͘ ú þੈᄊ̞ඇ̞ÿ
ѣ̡ࣞ




˧ࢺҬ
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